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COMIMENT

A flawed election in Zanzibar

T

he recent elections in Tanzania

may

have been held a week

apart from those in the United
States, but both had one common
denominator. In either

case

to

credibility that should be inherent
process that seeks to confer
legitimacy to those charged with the

the

a

responsibility of running the affairs of
the state.

Controversial
elections, with
accusations of fraud Hying in all
directions arc not an uncommon
occurrence in Africa, and that has to a

large degree undermined the credibility
legitimacy of many a government on

reach

there is

are

that

system in the world, no matter

no

contrived. We would

sophisticated it may be, that is
perfect, and that the process of
developing truly and credible democratic
as

eternal

as

life itself.

Of course one of the major
weaknesses in the African system of
elections is that not many countries think
about these until they are only a few

More often than not, it is

months away.

know by

Perpetrators cannot, at the same
time, be investigators and judges.
to the

discovered that in the many years since
the previous election, the state would not

ruling party’s top leadership in

Zanzibar ...”
It is clear from this statement and

how

institutions is

never

whom.

Circumstantial evidence, however, leads

settlement.

a

The lessons to be learned

contro-

versy and confusion reigned supreme,
almost reaching the point of removing
in

single death, and that the American
people through their system of courts,
may in the not so distant a future, be able

from the accounts of many local and
international observers, that although it
may be premature to point fingers at any
of the eontestants, the elections in
Zanzibar did not integrally represent the

wishes and the aspirations of the people
of those islands, and that in the least a
re-run could have been the
sensible course of action.
We have alluded in the lead story in

complete
most

and

have made adequate

this issue to the fact that Zanzibar has

the continent.

such

history that is peculiar to itself, when
compared with its senior partner in the
union, Tanganyika. This union has never
been the product of a consensus on either
side of the ocean, and that is indeed the
main reason why two consecutive
elections have ended in more acrimony,

Almost

a

year

after elections,

Mozambique is still to
with

come to

terms

election which the main

an

says (with no shred
of evidence) that it won but that its

of human lives, after Renamo called for
what it said were nationwide peaceful

provisions to finance
expensive exercise. In such

conditions, therefore, it has not been
that African elections have
financed from foreign donors.
But the danger is that when that

uncommon

to be

opposition, Renamo,

‘victory’ was ‘stolen’. The result of the
dispute so far has been an enormous loss

an

pay for the elections
will also dictate the terms of their

happens, those who
thus

compromising the
sovereign power of the state to determine
what is right or wrong for itself
conduct,

It therefore becomes inevitable that

demonstrations. In the aftermath of those

election something goes

demonstrations, over 50 people were
killed, including six police officers.
Scores of others were arrested. 83 of them

when in

up dying in what is believed to
have been the result of crammed prison
conditions in the town of Montepuez, in

while the state will avoid

ending

wrangles over
the citizenship of one of the candidates,
a highly Hawed election was held.
General Robert Guei, sensing that he had
lost, stopped the counting of the votes,
the

National

Elcetoral

Commission, and declared himself the
winner. It took

a mass

action to have him

removed from power and
declared

the true winner

president.
is

almost

impulsive
temptation to draw parallels between the
There

current

an

stalemate in the US elections and

the controversies that have surrounded
many

wrong, donors will shout threats of
sanctions (often in the form of aid freeze),

undertaking

any necessary remedies that are likely
be an additional financial burden.

to

With the elections in Tanzania, there

the north of the country.
In Ivory Coast, after

dismissed

an

effort to
system and thus

elections in Africa, in

an

descredit the American
declare that America has no moral right
to lecture Africans about the virtues of

democracy, when its own system is so
exposed to gross imperfections, almost
bordering on fraud.
The point that is missed, however, is
that with all its imperfections the
American election has not resulted in

one

SAPEM NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2000

doubt that both President

Benjamin
Mkapa and his party, the Chama Cha
Mapinduzi (CCM), had more merit in
their victory; the president gained more
than 10 percent of his previous victory
is

no

a

at

times

to

the brink of violent conflagrations.
Of course it would be unfair to the

bringing the archipelago closer

people of Tanzania for one to support
society who have
over the years called for the union to be
terminated. After all, in its 34 years of
existence, the union has brought to the
people of Tanzania more suceesses than
those elements in that

failures. However, more toleranee and a

dialogue aimed at finding

ways through
which Zanzibar’s autonomy can be
further consolidated seem to be the best

be

in 1995. But that is

pursued in search of a more
peaceful coexistence.
More importantly, this could begin with
the initiation of a process that guarantees

was

to

as far as the mainland
concerned. On the isles of Pemba

and Zanzibar, there is consensus to the
fact that the process there was extensively

flawed, which led to the main opposition
Civic United Front (CUF) and its

presidential candidate, Seif Shariff
Hamad, abandoning the elections
midway.
So flawed
even

the process there that
such celebrated constitutional
was

lawyers as Professor Issa Shivji, of the
University of Dar es Salaam, writing in
the weekly Zimbabwe Mirror (10-16
November 2000), found it appropriate to
state

that:

“In all

logic, countless irregularities

in the Zanzibar elections could not be

explained by incompetence. It

was

avenues

to

harmonious and

the Zanzibaris local arbitration for

local

disputes, such as those arising from
electoral process. Only then, when
Zanzibaris see themselves as respected

an

partners (not mere followers) in the
union will the current secessionist
elements on the islands be isolated and

persuaded to accept that there is more to
gain in a united Tanzania that works for
the good of all its inhabitants.
Such a challenge is not beyond the
capabilities of such an accomplished
diplomat as president Mkapa and his
Zanzibari counterpart, Amani Abeid
Karume. Both, working hand in glove
with all the political forces in the country,
can achieve what may now look like an
impossible task ■
3
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Only combined forces can
win struggle for African
integration
Slavery gave rise to a community of
people of African descent who have
become dispersed virtually all over the
world.

This dispersed group put up some valiant
and gallant struggles of resistance

against their enslavers, and in that
process Africans in the diaspora reached
out to

their kith and kin

Continent so

as

to form

a

on

the Mother

Global

Family

of African people.

This African solidarity and the yearning

for the Motherland

ignited the spark and
planted the seeds of Pan Africanism,
which as

a

liberation movement, has had

Africa must win the

war

against poverty

I have recently found your magazine to tackle pertinent issues to the
development
of Africa. I was particularly impressed with the in depth coverage in your last two

issues, which focused on debt and development, and investment in Africa. I must
point out that these are some of the issues many readers are particularly interested
in, and I think your magazine has by focusing on them risen to the occasion.
Indeed, issues of debt and investment are intertwined. Although it has been
dismissed in some pseudo progressive circles as a new form of colonialism,
investment (and lots of it) is the only realistic salvation for Africa, a continent
which carries the dubious reputation of being the poorest in the entire world. It is
for this reason that African leaders and business people should never relent in their
efforts to convince the Western world that they are indeed working hard enough to
create the conditions that are conducive to greater levels of investment in their
respective countries.
Africa needs high volumes of investment in order to fight against poverty, and
improve the general social conditions of its people.
To achieve that, peace and stability in the region are essential conditions. Added
to that, African governments need to improve their countries’ macro-economic
environments to reduce inflation and cut down on excessive government expenditure,
the real enemies of any economy.
Linked to investment, is the question of debt, which you have so eloquently
addressed in one of your previous issues. A huge debt overhang is a serious deterrent

varying degrees of success and failure.

investors, as large transfers in debt repayments increase government expenditure,
resulting in high inflation and excessive interest rates.
The struggle against poverty and backwardness is one that Africa can not afford

Just like the

to

genesis of Pan Africanism

to

lose.

has its roots in the collaboration
between Africans

on

the continent and

those in the diaspora, so

also the African
Integration stmggle can only be won by

Isaac

Kalambunje

Windhoek
Namibia

the combined forces of both.
There have been several attempts at

We need

more

articles

on

the role of

women

political and economic integration
schemes

on

the continent. The

question

is: has the time arrived for the

long
integration schemes that go
beyond regional and continental
now

overdue

borders.
Donald Chimakure

I was fascinated by Joyce Jenje-Makwenda’s article on the “role of women in
traditional music” (SAPEM, Vol. 14 No. 1, Oct/Nov 2000). Women have always
had a raw deal in our male dominated societies, which tries to find any excuse in

the bible to arrest women’s progress. It is therefore, articles such as this which can
help highlight the importance of women in the development of society.
We need more of this kind of articles.

Tafadzwa Maenzanise

Chimmanzu

Mutare

Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe

Letters should be addressed to:
The Editor RO Box MR 1005, Mt. Rleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe, or 109
Zimbabwe. Email: sappho@zimmirror.co.zw
Letters must indicate the writers full

4

name

and

Coventry Road, Workington, Harare,

address, and may be edited.
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Cover Story
Tanzania Elections

Not

so

free and fair in Zanzibar
Fernando Goncalves

President

Benjamin Mkapa of Tanzania was sworn in for his second and last
five-year term of office on November 8, following his 72 percent victory, in an
election on October 29, which was marred by
controversy and allegations of
widespread fraud on the semi-autonomous islands of Zanzibar.

Waiting to vote in Zanzibar: In

M

kapa

beat

opponent,

some cases it meant

his

main

Ibrahim

Lipumba, of the Civic
(CUF), who managed

United Front

standing in the line for

assembly on the mainland, with
against 14 of the opposition.
In the last elections, the opposition had
22 seats in parliament. Under the
167 seats

constitution,

Tw'o other

reserved for

6

than 12 hours

national

to secure

only 15 percent of the vote.
candidates, Augustine
Mrema of the Labour Party and John
Cheyo of the United Democratic
Party, polled 623 704 and 362 673
votes, respectively.
In the previous elections in 1995,
Mkapa had won by 61.8 percent. His
party, the Chama Cha Mapiduzi (CCM),
retains its majority in the 181-member

more

additional 47

The winner in the presidential
elections in Zanzibar, 52-year-old
Amani Karume, also of the CCM, was
sworn in a day earlier,
telling 20 000

seats are

supporters who had gathered to witness

appointed
by the president in proportion of each
party’s number of votes polled.

the occasion at the Amani Stadium, that
it was time to forget the past and build

There

an

women

was a

who

are

a new

total of 10 880 484

It

future.
was

a

significant

message

of

registered voters, but only 75 percent

reconciliation, in

of these turned out to vote. Thirteen

to

parties contested the elections, with only
five of them fielding in presidential

union between the islands of Pemba and
Zanzibar and mainland Tanganyika,
which together form the Union of

candidates.

keep together

a

a

nation trying hard

36-year-old fragile
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Tanzania. It

was

also

an

attempt at

reaching out to members of Karume’s
own party, who had opposed his
candidacy for the presidency of the
islands.

Although the elections on the
mainland went on peacefully and were
devoid of any hitches, chaos prevailed
on the two islands, which together
constitute the territory of Zanzibar,
forcing the authorities to order fresh
elections in 16 of the islands’ 50
constituencies a week after the polling
had ended. That shambles and the
divisions it created in the territory was
the main reason for Karume’s appeal for
reconciliation.
It was clear even before voting got

underway, that the elections in Zanzibar
by controversy, placing

would be marred

the union with mainland in a more

difficult situation. Divisions within the
CCM surfaced earlier when the
incumbent president of the islands,
Salmin Amour, wanted to defy the
constitution in order to have a third term

When that bid failed, he is said
switched
allegiance,
campaigning behind the scenes for Seif
Sariff Hamad, of the opposition Civic
United Front (CUF). In the end Karume
won the presidency of the islands with
67 percent ofthe popular vote.
in power.

have

to

crisis that Tanzania has lived
with since 1995, when in the aftermath
It is

another controversial election, 18
opposition supporters in Zanzibar,
including four members of parliament,
were arrested for alleged treason. They
were never brought to trial, until their
release
as
part of Karume’s
of yet

reconciliation efforts, soon after he was
sworn in.
The controversial elections in
Zanzibar must be seen in the context of
the islands’
a

Seif Shariff Hamad; The CPU candidate

pulled out of the race in protest

a

long history of violence. As
in the 19"’ and 20"'

British protectorate

centuries, Zanzibar was divided between
the Arab descendant landowners who

the vast clove estates and the
discriminated against blacks, who
worked mainly as slaves on the estates.
ran

to undermine his opponents and
retain power. He was eventually
assassinated in 1972.

Both

means

But

premised

on a

divided society

the islands, the union has never been
harmonious one. It was worsened by

on
a

the economic misfortunes of mainland

parties blamed the local

electoral commission, ZEC, for a
number of irregularities. The CFU went
even a

step further, demanding the

dissolution of the ZEC and fresh
elections in all constituencies. The CCM
demanded a re-run in only 16

Tanzania in the late 1970s and early
1980s. Since the price of Zanzibar’s

constituencies, but opposed the sacking

clove exports rose on the world market
in direct proportion to the plummeting
in the value ofTanzania’s crop exports,

The ZEC relented to CCM’s
demands and cancelled elections in the
16 constituencies. It went further to stop

the
Zanzibaris, that their wealth was being
used to subsidise the more populous
mainland. This led to heightened

the

a

sense

developed

among

tensions and increased calls for

independence.

of the ZEC.

counting of votes in the other 34
constituencies, where ballot boxes were
removed and taken to

an

undisclosed

location. CFU

polling agents who
objected to the removal of the boxes
were

assaulted.

^

To many in Zanzibar, to say that the
elections were in shambles is to

spontaneous popular uprising

Observers in Tanzania blame the

overthrew the government of the estate
owners to whom Britain had bequeathed

ruling party for the confusion that
prevailed in the Zanzibari elections,

power at independence in 1963. An orgy
of violence followed, leading to reprisals

which the CFU abandoned in protest.
There are allegations that partial

and the delays were not compensated by

against the former Arab

results from a number of constituencies

an

A

and

massacres

ominous trend for the

understate the

problem. In

election materials

were

extension of the

Violence

some cases,
delivered late

voting period.

rampant, ballots went

leaders.

had showed

In 1964, the new president of
Zanzibar, Abeid Karume, father of the

CCM, which saw a CFU victory as a
step closer to the end of the union, as
this party is identified with the

missing, and there were widespread
allegations of police intimidation.
With the ZEC refusing to call for

secessionist tendencies.

fresh

new

president, who led the Afro-Shirazi

party, saw union with Tanganyika as the
SAPEM NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2000

an

was

elections

in

all

the

50
7

Cover Story
constituencies on the islands, the CUF
boycotted the partial re-run, and refused
to recognise the results.
“Nobody
believes this is a proper election,” said
Ismael Jussa, of the CFU. “The whole

thing needs to be done again”.
Even as Karume pleaded for
reconciliation, it was

a

tall order. When

the election fever seemed to be
away,

fading

Masoud Mohamed Ali Shambi,

of the six members of the ZEC, had
bomb thrown into his bedroom,

one
a

as

the United States itself was
own

flawed electoral process, it saw it
appropriate to comment on the events in
Zanzibar. “We are deeply concerned
about the failure of the electoral process
in Zanzibar,” said state department’s

spokesman Richard Bourcher.
But Mkapa was in no mood to
compromise. Addressing some 60 000
supporters and foreign dignitaries at his
inauguration ceremony, the president

seriously injuring him. It was the fifth
such attack since the elections began in

said his government could not be dictated
by election monitors. “We could not

Zanzibar.
The chaos in Zanzibar mirrored that
of the previous elections in 1995, won

obviously accept their demands, but their

by the CCM but widely condemned by
opposition and international

the

observers

foreign

fraudulent. In retaliation,
donors cut off all aid to the
as

islands. This time though, economic
assistance to the whole of Tanzania may
be in serious jeopardy.
The

events

in Zanzibar

were

a

“travesty of democracy,” said Gaositwe
Chiepe, head of the Commonwealth
observer mission and a former
Botswana foreign minister. “The failure
of the Zanzibar Electoral Commission
has erased all the good things the

international community had seen,” she
added.

A Zanzibar

8

Even

plunged into uncertainty due to its

woman;

perceived electoral fraud

advice will be taken into account in the
of future elections,” he said.

context

Despite all the uncertainty

over

the

expected to grow steadily by 10 percent
per year between now and 2018.
But for all his successes in the macro-

economic front, Mkapa’s main challenge
lies in his ability to convince his people
that they will soon rip the benefits of his

monetary and fiscal austerity policies.
Under the United Nations Human

Development Index, Tanzania ranks
amongst the world’s 20 poorest
countries, with more than half of its 34
million people estimated to live bellow
the income poverty line. At 13.5 percent,
Tanzania’s per capita expenditure on
health is considered the lowest in the
SADC

region.
Mkapa will also have to sharpen his
diplomatic skills in order to successfully

future of the Union, of which the conflict
in Zanzibar is but a small manifestation,

mediate in the conflict between mainland

Tanzanians

secessionist elements, the
of the acrimony that has

hope that under Mkapa’s
second mandate they will be able to forge

ahead with the economic reforms, which
the 62-year-old former school teacher,

journalist and diplomat is credited with
having helped to speed up. Inflation in
the country has come down from 30
percent in 1995 to its present level of less
than 6 percent, the economy is
growing
at an impressive rate of 5.9
percent, and
all indications point to a significant
increase in both domestic and foreign
investment. Exports earnings are

can

only lead to

more resolve

and Zanzibar, and win

islands

over

on a

the

major source
engulfed the

two consecutive

But with the islands

over

elections.

virtually divided

50-50 basis between unionists and

independentists, Mkapa will need to rise
politics to achieve that
balancing act. For, the perception
amongst many Zanzibaris that on two
occasions their preferred candidate had
his election victory robbed right under
their noses could only strengthen their
resolve for independence ■
above party

for independence
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four

DRC

days written notification to all the

local authorities and local branches of
the

Bunia Tense After Coup Attempt
Against Wamba
The situation in the
northeastern DRC town of Bunia was
“tense and confused” following an

Kinshasa

attempt to overthrow Professor Ernest
Wamba dia Wamba, the leader of the
rebel group

Rassemhiement Congolais
pour la Democratie-Mouvement de
Liberation (RCD-ML). Bunia has been
growing increasingly fraught over the
last few months after Wamba suspended
his two deputies, Mbusa Nyamwisi and
Ateenyi Tibasima, accusing them of
planning a mutiny. In August, renewed
rioting broke out after a six-month lull
in the volatile region between militias
supporting the two factions, culminating

police in the places where they
intended to stage their demonstrations.
Police spokesman Nataniel Macamo
said that three people had died in Pemba,
capital ofthe northern province ofCabo
Delgado, three in Balama, also in Cabo
Delgado, three in Moma, in the
neighbouring province of Nampula, and
one in Nampula city.
The death toll
could well be higher. Cabo Delgado has
long been regarded as a stronghold of
the ruling FRELIMO Party, and in the
1999 elections, the party won 16 of the
province’s 22 seats, with RENAMO
taking the other six.
President Joaquium Chissano has
blammed Renamo for the killings and a
Parliamentary commission of enquiry
has been set up.

in hundreds of civilian deaths. In late
October, Wamba’s cabinet director,

Colette Ramm, said the situation

again “spiralling out of control” due to
the deployment in the area of fresh
Ugandan troops who were opposed to
Wamba. The tension spilled over into
armed combat when militiamen loyal to
Mbusa Nyamwisi surrounded Wamba’s
residence and opened fire in the vicinity.
The fighting was said to be concentrated
around Wamba’s residence, so the rest
of Bunia was not really affected and
markets

were

although people
“with

some

operating normally,
were

moving around

caution”. Lapi maintained

that Wamba had been overthrown and
Mbusa Nyamwisi - as first vicepresident - automatically became the
new

Nigeria

was

RCD-ML leader.

Mozambique
At Least 40 Killed In

RENAMO Riots
- At least 40 people died as
clashes broke out between police and
demonstrators from the second
Mozambican
political
party,

Obasanjo Presents Budget

RENAMO, in several towns and cities.
for demonstrations all

over

people. National Police Commissioner
Jackie Selebi ordered the immediate
arrest of the six officers after SABC
gave

President Olusegun Obasanjo
presented the 2001
budget to a joint session of the National
Assembly. This is contrary to reports
that he had deferred the presentation to
a later date by most of the local papers.
In the budget, the president proposed a
total recurrent and capital expenditure
Lagos

an incident in 1998 showed three
unidentified black men, said by the
SABC possibly to have been illegal

of

immigrants, being driven to a field
behind a gold mine dump. There, for
about an hour, they were repeatedly
savaged by four dogs in what was billed
as a dog-training exercise, while they
screamed and begged for mercy.

-

earlier this month

of US$3.7 billion and US$42 billion

respectively. According to the president,
challenges before the country are:
how to make the Nigerian dream of a
better life under democracy a reality and
how to return Nigerians to work and
revitalise the productive sector. Other
policy thrusts of the new budget as
announced by the president included the
stimulation of agricultural and industrial
production, reducing unemployment and
increasing productivity.
the

South Africa
Outrage
ON

officials a private preview ofwhat

they planned to broadcast. The video

Tanzania

greets brutality shown

South Afric an police video

the country

Concili atory Karume Sworn

in

.As

Zanzibari President

Zanzibar - Amani Abeid Karume, 52,
the first-born son of the founding

president of the federated island of
Zanzibar was recently sworn in as Head
of State of the archipelago, following a
highly controversial multiparty election
that had to be rerun on parts of the semiautonomous island. Shortly afterwards,
Karume, of the Chama Cha Mapinduzi
(CCM) Party, performed his first
presidential duty by pardoning tens of
suspects facing election-related charges.
Most of the suspects are followers of
the opposition Civic United Front
(CUFF which has refused to recognise
Karume’s election. Before Tanzania’s

president-elect Benjamin Mkapa. retired
presidents, senior government leaders,
clerics and diplomats, Karume swore to
protect the constitution of Tanzania, of
which Zanzibar is part, and to uphold
the rule of law and justice on the island.
He takes

over

from Salmin Amour,

from 1995 had been dogged
by controversy and a political stalemate
between the CCM and CUE According
whose reign

Johannesburg - South Africans reacted

According to the police, the
demonstrations were all illegal, because
RENAMO failed to give the requisite

television

10

Independent Complaints Directorate
(ICD), a police watchdog, told reporters
that dog units throughout South Africa
would be investigated. “It is imperative
for us to look at dog units across the
country,” she said, adding that at least
one of the four dogs on the tape was still
in service. The dog would be reevaluated to see if, among other things,
it had been trained only to attack black

to

in protest at the results of the December
1999 elections, which it says were
fraudulent.

the

National Assembly

Maputo

The fonner rebel movement had called

canine unit. Karen Mckenzie, head of

w'ith horror to

a

video aired

on

state

showing police dogs savaging
black prisoners during what was
described as a training exercise for the

to

the Zanzibar Electoral Commission

(ZEC), Karume, until recently the
island’s Communication and Transport
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Minister, got 248 095 votes against
122 000 of the CUF’s Seif Shariff

Hamad, whose party did not participate
in the

rerun of the poll in 16 of the
island’s 50 constituencies. Hamad’s

party, the biggest opposition on the
island, is demanding a fresh ballot in
Zanzibar, saying an initial exercise was
fraudulent and rigged to maintain CCM
in power.

Botswana
-

Africa

this country and yet there is no
investment for them,” McDermott
laments. “What is the point of talking
about investment in the mining sector
when mines can close while children are
the future asset of this country?” he asks.

Three Southern African

Zambian government to “...listen to the

-

signed

-

an

agreement in

plight of the children.” UNICEF

to establish the

estimates that more than 700 000
Zambian children are currently unable
to attend school for various reasons

Orange-Senqu River Commission. The
state-owned Botswana Daily News
quoted Namibian agriculture, water and
rural development minister Helmut
Angula as saying the agreement “will
seal a Joint commitment to work together
in the development of the Orange River
for the benefit of all in the respective

including poverty among their parents.

develop a comprehensive
perspective on the Orange Basin and
study the present and planned future
uses of the river
system and determine
the requirements for the flow monitoring
and flood management. It will also be
required to advice the governments on
technical matters concerning the
equitable and reasonable utilisation of
the waters of the basin. The main
tributaries of the Orange River are the

NGO Condemns Traeeicking Of
Malian Children

Abidjan

- Social Alert
condemned the
trafficking of children from Mali to Cote
-

D’Ivoire, calling on authorities in
Abidjan to be more vigilant to curb the
practice. In a statement issued in
Abidjan, the national co-ordinator of the
NGO, Edouard Sibahi, urged the Ivorian
and Malian authorities “to

In

a

statement, Sibahi asked authorities

their childhood fully through adequate
education that will guarantee them a
better future.” Some 30 Malian children
were

to

programmes that are intented to uplift
the
welfare
and
educational

opportunities of children. UNICEF
country
Representative,
Peter
McDermott, told a National Children’s
Forum held in Lusaka that the Zambian

doing enough to
plea for help from the

government was not
answer

the

SAPEM NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 200(1

that

ensure

children, the future of the world, enjoy

intercepted in September in

buses from Mali, but

alleged lack of commitment

severely

punish all those involved in the
exploitation and trafficking of children.”
of both countries “to

Lusaka - UNICEF and local NGOs
criticised the government of Zambia for

-

are

rural

were

repatriated home. In 1999,
Malian

adolescents

over

two
later

15 000

worked

in

plantations in Cote d’Ivoire, while close
to 750 children whose
ages ranged
between 8 and 12 years, work in the
Issia gold mines and 280 others laboured
in cotton fields in Siakadougou, all in
Cote d’Ivoire, according to UNICEF
statistics.

Concerned about the

magnitude and impact of child
trafficking, the Ivorian government
recently signed a co- operation
agreement with Malian authorities in
move to

stop the human trade.

villagers

-

the bedrock

on

which absolute monarch King Mswati
Ill’s power is built. The villagers were
shocked into public protest after King
Mswati evicted over 200 families and
their chiefs so that his brother could take

ownership of the land. The eviction
undennined Swazis’ ancestral rights to
their fore- fathers’ land and sparked an
unprecedented rural revolt that rocked
Swaziland’s Tikhundla government and
gave

the embryonic pro-democracy

movement the
an

ammunition it needed to
international ‘liberation’

up to date on every perceived abuse via
the Internet and demand the isolation

A local NGO

-

Cote d’Ivoire (SACI)

Molopo in Botswana, the Malimabatso

CiiiLUBA Under Fire Over Child
Care Programme

Mbabane
A large percent of the
demonstrators who took to the streets

campaign. Influential international
lobby groups such as the International
Labour Organisation, Commonwealth
Youth Congress and the International
Federation of Socialist Youth are kept

Cote d’ivoire

in Lesotho, the Fish in Namibia and the
Vaal in South Africa.

Zambia

Crude Repre.ssion Fuels
Pro-Democr,\cy Movement

launch

basin states.” The minister added that
the agreement “is the culmination of
fruitful negotiations.” The commission
will

Swaziland

its total lack of investment in the future
of children. “Children are the future of

Botswana, Lesotho and South

Windhoek, Namibia,

an

the

government should talk so loudly of its
investment in the copper mining sector
and yet maintain a damning silence on

Rodgers Mwewa, Executive Director of
the NGO, Fountain of Hope, had the
gathering spellbound with his plea to the

Gaborone
states

nation’s children. He wondered why

a

of Swaziland.

And while

governments have

foreign
directly pushed the
no

kingdom to effect democratic reforms
yet, the United States excluded
Swaziland from the list of countries to
benefit from its Africa Growth and

Opportunity Act
the

face

that

-

a

veritable slap in

could

have

dire

for the kingdom’s already
ailing economy. Parliamentarians have
seriously suggested tackling the
nation’s 22 percent HIV/Aids rate by
sterilising sufferers, segregating them
into special concentration camps, and
even forcing them to wear
identifying
badges similar to those Jews were
forced to wear in Nazi Gemiany. Some
have also suggested withholding
treatment so that HIV-positive people
die off quicker. Other bizarre solutions
to real problems have included
supporting wife-beating, genital
mutilation and rape for “misbehaving
women”. King Mswati is not in
immediate danger of loosing his throne
to popular revolt, but
growing contempt
for his representatives, falling living
consequences

standards in rural

areas

where 75

percent of the

kingdom’s people live,
and growing international pressure
might just force some concessions from
sub-Saharan Africa’s last surviving
absolute monarch.
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Malawi

New land

policy under siege
Hobbs Gama

The Malawi government

had hoped that a new draft land policy it was about to
implement would relieve the country of its chronic land shortage and bring about
some semblance of stability.
ut the response

by civil society
organisations
to
such
proposals poses a new
challenge to the government, at a
time when those deprived of land
can no longer afford to wait. There

B

were

new

policy would only frustrate the
goal of land reform. He says
while aiming for a broad-based social
and economic development through
optimum and ecologically balanced use
of land and land-based

system

ownership that is counter to the
interests of the majority of the rural
people.
With an estimated population of
10.5 million people, only 18 percent
of Malawi’s 118 484 square kilometres
comprises of arable land.
In 1996, president Bakili Muluzi Muluzi: pushing for a new land policy
appointed a commission to draft a land
given land through tittle deeds or
reform policy to resettle an estimated 21

Most land in the south is held

by tea
and coffee estates owned by white fanners
who settled in the country in the 1890s,
when the country became a British
colony. Encouraged by their newly found
freedom, following Malawi’s first
democratic elections in 1994, many land
hungry Malawians allocated themselves

portions of land in the estates, claiming
that the settlers had forcibly taken it away
from their ancestors.
It took government

intervention to

convince the

villagers to stop the
occupations, but not before one person
was

killed in the violence that ensued.

In its draft report,

awaiting parliamentary
approval, the land commission blames
old laws which it says were fraudulently
framed by the colonial settlers. This

certificates of claim, which
them with ownership of up to

provided
99

years.

The land reform commission has
recommended that the

new

land

policy

were

consulted.

However, government is detennined to
forward in the face of

growing
for land. The minister of land.
Thengo Maloya. says there have been
enough consultations since 1996, and
move

pressure

administered

by traditional authorities.
However, ministry of land officials
maintain that government will spare land
that is productively used. Land for
resettlement will be acquired by
government at market prices. But two
non-governmental organisations have
asked government not to implement the
new policy, claiming that it was hastily

longer wait. Malawians
crying; they want land,” he say “it is
untrue and unfair to say that there have
not been adequate consultations”.
Maloya promises to have the new
land policy adopted by early next year.
But people doubt the sincerity of the
government, with widespread reports
that some senior officials from the ruling

formulated without consultations with

United Democratic Front (UDF) have
moved ahead of the new policy and

the intended beneficiaries, the

rural

“Malawi needs

their contributions to the debate.
“We

can no

are

allocated themselves

people.
supportive land
policy that would alleviate poverty and
promote sustainable environment.” says
a

Robert Kafakoma, director of the

Coordination Unit for Rehabilitation of
the Environment (CURE). “It is the rural

Under colonial rule, the settlers were

people that will be mostly affected by the

12

traditional chiefs

that the NGOs had all the time to make

situation in which whites

a

the

be based on customary law, under which
land tenure will revert to government and

possessed vast tracts of land, while local
peasant farmers provided cheap labour.

created

resources,

policy should ensure harmony,
stability and peaceful co-existence
among' people through fair and
equitable land use and distribution.
“We plead with government to
allow the ministry responsible to give
society enough time to consult.” he
says. Both Cure and The Catholic
Commission for justice and Peace
(CCPJ) charge that only a few
new

of land

000 landless families, most of whom in
the country’s southern districts.

it is crucial that they be

national

fears that with Zimbabwe

a

so

the

experiencing a large scale movement of
land occupations, the situation could
easily spread across to Malawi, where
years of colonial domination and
autocratic rule have created

policy,

consulted.” Fr. Andrew Timpunza
Mvula, of the CCPJ, warns that rushing

large areas of land.
there must be
more consultations, they are not wrong,”
says Kamalakwa Malingamoyo, a
peasant farmer in the southeastern
district of Mulanje. "They are trying to
prevent infuencial politicians from
taking advantage” ■
”When

some

citizens say
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South Africa

Mbeki’s ‘New
Ian

Since

Diplomacy’

Taylor

assuming power more than a year ago, South African president Thabo
emerged as a 'spokesman 'for Africa and the South on globalisation

Mbeki has

related issues.

A

t virtually every major
international conference,

Mbeki has made it his duty
appeal to the North to make the
global trading regime “fairer” and
more “open”.
Amazingly, back in
South Africa, he has been criticised
from the Right for being “always

(review, repair and reform). Indeed,
Marrakech was quite pivotal in pressing
for responsiveness from the North to the
development needs of the South. The

system

whole future of the WTO system was
seen to be
hinging on the North’s

on

acceptance of the South’s demand for

of liberalisation, met head-on with the

in dealing with the concerns of
the developing world.
The agenda then was not a radical
overhaul of the system (which was
presumed as non-negotiable), but rather
to persuade Southern elites of the benefits
of globalisation whilst assuaging the
more negative outeomes. This, however.

haughtiness of economic might. Such
arrogance was typified at Seattle by the

to

overseas” and not

attending to
problems. This

Pretoria’s domestic
is strange, because the agenda that
Mbeki is pushing is most certainly
within the discourse favoured by the
likes of the rightist Democratic Party
and the business-dominated media in
South Africa, the source of most

openness

The

system, the open

chair of the conference, Charlene

Barshefsky, refusing to separate her role
chair from that of her position as
Washington’s Trade Representative. It
was she after all, who
arbitrarily
declared on the second day of the
as

conference that she would alter
the rules if she felt it necessary

Why the North should now
suddenly seem to take notice of
Mbeki’s campaigning and the
content of his global crusade, is
crucial in understanding the
potential - or lack of it- within
Mbeki’s campaigning for real
change in the global political
economy. It is quite clear that on
certain issues, primarily traderelated ones, Mbeki is now being
taken much more seriously as a
spokesman of the South, and
specifically Africa. His shuttle
diplomacy is a graphic example

to

Moore, also established several
“Green Room”

meetings, some
running at the same time, on vital
issues of disagreement. Only ten
or

developing

states,

were

summoned to attend.

This

posturing and lack of

transparency by the North

produced a nascent sea-change in
the South’s attitude towards the
WTO processes.

It is highly
unlikely that international trade
negotiations, particularly those

Mbeki: A

impulses stretch back to the
Mandela presidency, albeit in a rather
unfocusscd manner, and South Africa
has not been alone in pressing for
refonns.
The G-77 summit held in Marrakech

in

September last year was almost
entirely devoted to pressing for reforms
on the WTO, based on a
process of what
came to

twenty countries, the North
a handful of selected

plus

around global trading issues. But
the refonnist refrain emanating
from Mbeki’s presidency is
novel. Refonnist

get a declaration out of Seattle.

Barshefsky and the WTO
Director-General, Michael

of this, as Norhtem leaders seek
him out in discussions revolving

nor

orchestration of that
by the North and the rejection

by much of the South to continue to be
the receiving end of a one-way form

of the criticism.

neither new

and

non-transparent

undemocratic nature of the WTO

be called “The Three Rs”
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new

‘diplomat’ for the South?

is built upon

neo-liberal principles.
Perhaps rather foolishly, the North
did not take such conciliatory messages
emanating from the South particularly
seriously and, in their post-Cold War
arrogance, pushed ahead with a onesided process at Seattle that Alienated
whole swathes of the developing world
even

within the WTO system, can ever
be the same again, making it

further.

more

difficult for the North to

push through a one-sided agenda,
as they did
during the Uruguay Round.
Seattle gave the North pause for
thought and was a salutatory reminder
that neo-liberal restructuring had to be
a
two-way process. It also demonstrated
that Southern solidarity, which had for
a
long time gone out of fashion in the
face

of the

“inevitabilities” of

globalisation and the each-man-for13
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himself rush

for the elusive

ambrosia of investment, was back on
the agenda.
Such an understanding of the post-

Seattle scenario has seemingly been
on board by Mbeki as well, and
his reformist inclinations regarding
taken

dressed up within a (co-opted) discourse
of concern for the South’s difficulties in

facing up to their WTO responsibilities.
It is for this

assessing Mbeki’s
campaigning. The

inevitability of globalisation and
liberalisation. Pretoria’s diplomacy on

be sounded when

this

assert
on

an

carefully in pushing
agenda. Sceptics would

more

that this will simply be “spin”
older and more established

orthodoxy, and parallels with Blair’s
rhetoric around the “Third
lead to

some

clues

as to

Way”

how this

“caring” neo-liberalism

may

may
more

be cast.

Yet, those seeking an alternative world
order, or even one substantially more
humanistic than the current, should not
look too much in the direction of the
Third Wayers.
After all, Blair,

Schroeder, Mbeki,

even

Clinton, still

remain wedded to the neo-liberal

score

is better described

as

managerial refomiism in that it attempts
to better manage engagement with the
North and seek out (hopefully) better
outcomes.
But, such policies do not
question the broader and more
fundamental issues surrounding a
globalisation process founded on neoliberal
restructuring and the
reconfiguration of the international
political economy. Rather, Mbeki tacitly
takes for granted the benefits of export
orientation and more trade and
investment. This though can be

dangerous, for whilst South Africa’s
“needs” are qualitatively different from
Guinea-Bissau’s, both states are located,

but rather that in future the North will
the neo-liberal

of the “common

sense” of neo-liberalism and the

global trade issues have been
strengthened by the break-down of
Seattle. Certainly, in order to
comprehend Mbeki’s newly-found
influence and role in global politics it
is necessary to situate an analysis
within the post-Seattle milieu. The
aborted WTO meeting will, it is almost
certain, be seen as a turning point in
the process of neo-liberal restmcturing
and what is euphemistically referred to
as “globalisation”. This is not to say
that the post-Seattle order will be
marked by a rejection of the
liberalisation discourse and orthodoxy,
have to tread

limits of an acceptance

that caution must

reason

international

Instead, Mbeki must be seen as a
reformer operating within the confined

Clinton: In Blair’s third way

league

president is most certainly not a “rebel”
when it comes to global trading matters,
unless

one

takes the

sympathetic view

that anyone who stands up to any of the
North’s prescription is “rebellious”.

Certainly, within the refonuist policies
being articulated by Mbeki, there is very
little interrogation ofthe structural issues
surrounding the insertion of Africa into
the global political economy. Without
addressing the historical implications of
this violent process, and how this
informs Africa’s position within the

through history, in a disadvantageous
position within the global economy. One
need not be a dependency theorist to
recognise this truth. Furthemiore, can the
African Renaissance truly be built upon
foundations that actively seek to
difterentiate South Africa from the “dirt

poor?” in short, the campaign to
‘fundamentally alter’ the international
political economy is not particularly
radical, nor fundamental.
Rather, it is based on trying to
mediate South Africa’s engagement with
the

global economy, but taking for
granted the fundamentals of neo-

orthodoxy, despite protestations to the

liberalism, the free market and all the

contrary.

other

baggage that goes with
globalisation. By promoting this type

Ifthis (admittedly cynical)
is to be

scenario
advanced, co-operative elites ■

of reformism, Mbeki stands

in the South will be needed to sell the

This is where, it could be
argued, the likes of Mbeki fit in.
Having taken on board the discourse of
globalisation, leaders such as Mbeki,
wedded as they are to the neo-liberal
visions for their own country’s future,
are the best candidates for pushing a
more cooperative posture on the part of
the South vis-å-vis trade negotiations
whilst at the same time winning a
degree of latitude from the global
powers-that-be. It is possible in this
message.

scenario for Mbeki’s reformism to
achieve some tangible results and win
concessions for the South. But, and this
is crucial, such reformism will but serve
further entrench and legitimise the

to

ongoing world order, predicated as it is
upon neo-liberal prescriptions and
platitudes, albeit in the post-Seattle era
14

accused of

promoting an essentially Northern
privilege untouched, whilst pinning all
of its hopes on the private sector to
“empower” the disadvantaged. This can
be seen as paralleling the philosophy
behind South Africa’s

own

version of

structured adjustment programme,
known as Growth, Employment and

Redistribution (GEAR) and post-

Blair: Is there

a

Third way?

trading system, it can be argued
fundamentally little can be achieved.
But, in the post-Cold War era, with only
the supposed “post-Washing'ton
consensus” to hang one’s development
aspirations to, this can perhaps be
expected, if not welcomed.

world
that

apartheid South Africa’s own historic
compromise: both strategies are but
partial engagements with the challenges
and ongoing structural problems in
urgent need of addressing at both the
domestic and international level.
Whether Mbeki’s presidency can resolve
this contradiction will be one of its

greatest challenges ■
Ian
the

Taylor is a lecturer in international relations at
University of Stellenbosch, South Africa.
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A look at the cultural power of the
African Diaspora and the African artists
Novell

Zwangendaba

Ifculture is

did that death

who

Commenting at a public debate session on the role of the
promoting a culture of peaee and non-violence, UKbom gifted dmmmer and reggae artist, Trevor Jabu Hall,
decried society’s lack of responsibility to protect artists from
the purges of politicians.
Whilst some argue that African artists are more or less
the same as Afriean politicians. That they are the next of kin
to he politicians and that they share the same behavior with
the politicians, a debate on whether culture consumes politics
or the other way round has led many to
drawing daggers. The

dynamic, then those who control it and they
by it might fall into the temptation of
corrupting its power. In a world where dollars speak
are

controlled

louder than senses, it has become hard

play to defend the

artists’ soul for the love of fame and money.

Neither Afriean artists in the

Diaspora and those at home
spared from the lure. African American pop star
Michael Jackson offered his name to a pair of male and female
perfumes. The Michael Jackson King of Pop products were
created after his company MJ Mystery Holding Ltd’s request
to Mauritius’ immigrant perfume creator, Yvan Mario
Baya.
In his own words, Baya who operates from a rural town
in Norway, said the Jackson perfume “advertising eampaign
will be great PR for Norway”.
Critics have chosen to ignore the question why Westerners
always want to sell the Africans. Flora Veit-wild, who writes
have been

as a

cultural martyr mean to the African artists?

artists in

...

mueh

on

the works of African artists, has been

constantly

snubbed

by the local artists. Veit-Wild’s literature covers the
autobiographies and creations of African artists like
Zimbabwean genius poet, the late Dambudzo Marechera, and
Tanzanian dramatist and poet Ebrahim Hussein. She has been
accused of trying to make money out of the continent’s most
sacred

names.

Surfing through the compendium “Mazruiana”, eminent
African scholar Ali Mazrui’s

art

of international relations

has been

regarded as a medium, which puts a notion of‘culture
as power ’. Maybe this power commands a
greater influence
over so many minds today. It is
controlling those minds who
in our midst excel in exploiting circumstances by taking
advantage of being celebrities.
Culture’s enormous influence on the progress of humanity
as well as the backwardness of the same is seen
affecting the
lives of many African artists.
Popular Afro-Mauritian musician, Kaya, who had agreed
to participate at a demonstration to legalise
marijuana, was
made to hit headlines
at the brutal

on

the international

scene

after he died

hands of the

country’s police force. The wellthat, the organisers of that
particular demonstration took advantage of his name to sell
their campaign across.
The use or rather the abuse of Kaya’s personality might
calculated summation

The late Dambudzo Marechera, Zimbabwe’s

genius poet

was

be said to have worked well in their favour, after all the

disturbing mass action that led to his death. The outbreak
sparked riots, destruction, looting and a no-calm situation in
which so many lives were lost. That would have been
impossible for the international community to ignore, but what
SAPEM NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2000

intellectual Africans have

struggled in argumenting dogmatic
expressions. Some have even gone to an odious end
of throwing away the pen and drawing the sword against myths
of the existence of any values or ethics tantamount to the
cultural

cultural life of an African artist.

Who must

is

who must not

qualify to be called an artist,
something else and why artists in the African Diaspora
or

cont. on pg.
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T

here

are

three

main

approaches to integration.
The

first, which is also the
is through trade or

most common,

market

integration. It focuses on trade
liberalisation, and envisages the

Richard Kamidza

creation in linear succession of the

following schemes:
Currency Checklist

23

A Preferential Trade Area, in which
tariffs are lowered among members,
but in which duties are levied on
external imports;

A Free Trade Area, in which tariff'

SADC

Export Directory:

24

Tanzania

and non-tariff barriers among
members are eliminated;
A Customs Union, in which there

is free trade among members
external tariffs;

ahd

common

A Common Market, in which there
BUSINESS BRIEFS

25

is free trade, common external
tariffs and free movement of factors
of production;
An Economic Union, in which, in
addition to the features of a common

SOCIAL INDICATORS

HIV/AIDS

prevalence and
region:

27

effects in the SADC

what the statistics reveal

Joyce Malaba

market, there is coordination and
harmonisation of'economic and
social policies; and
A Political Union, in which the

political institutions of member
states are unified or federated.
The first four of these are relatively
shallow fonns of integration and take
as their focus the
dismantling of trade
barriers to promote commerce. The

deepest form of integration is political
union. Here, member states develop
common social and economic
policies
and accept common laws and rules, in

the process

ceding a high degree of
sovereignty to regional bodies.
The second approach is functional
cooperation. This explicitly avoids trade
SAPEM NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2000

liberalisation, arguing that the theory of
trade

or market
integration is most
appropriate for developed countries.
Instead, it asserts that priority among
developing countries should be to
promote projects in the fields of
cooperation, as a catalyst to regional
integration. It is not indifferent to trade
issues, however. Often it is accompanied
by bilateral measures to increase trade
among member countries.
The third approach is development
integration. This starts from the
assumption that unequal and uneven
development among member countries
make it difficult to promote integration
through trade liberalisation. It sees
deliberate efforts to define the scope and
sectors of cooperation and to
identify
appropriate policies and mechanisms as

essential to

overcome

obstacles

to

integration. Hence, it emphasizes the
need for closer political cooperation
early in the process of integration, unlike
the trade integration approach in which
this emerges at a later stage. It also
emphasizes the need for equity and
balance in regional relations. In this
regard, it argues that trade liberalisation
17
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should

be

accompanied

by

commissions

was

at

first determined

capacity of the host country to support

taking into account the relative strengths
and comparative advantages of each
country in a given sector. SCUs and

them.

advocates coordination of

regional
development,
and
prioritisation of least developed
members as recipients of assistance
from regional banks or funds. At an
early stage, there is also provision for

commissions have been effective in

industrial

ensuring a sense of ownership of SADC.
In addition, they have helped to avoid

regional in character.
Establishing
SCUs
within
governments has not prevented their
unchecked growth in size and promoted

coordination of macroeconomic

compensatory and corrective measures
for the benefit of least
member countries.

some

developed

Furthermore, it

policies, especially in relation to
incentives for investment and general
conditions. This is the approach that
SADC adopted in 1992.
Promoting trade integration as a liner
process was considered inappropriate
for SADC at this stage of development,
given the many production,
infrastructure and inefficiency barriers.
The adoption of the development
integration approach would provide for

excessive

tensions

within

the

cross

border investment, trade and free

movement of labour. In

principle, what
adopted was deep integration,
expected to be achieved through a
development integration process whose
objectives are spelt out in the 1992
Windhoek treaty and declaration.
SADC

Aspirations vs. Action
In the early 1980s, the SADC
Programme of Action (SPA)
emphasized specific projects in
transport and communications, energy,
agriculture, mining and tourism. This
was partly to counteract the strategy of
destabilisation

adopted by apartheid

South Africa, and to reduce dependence
on its roads, railways and ports. This

project based approach was modified in
1985, when emphasis shifted towards
coordination of sectoral plans and
programmes to serve as a basis for
prioritisation of programmes and
projects, to provide criteria for
evaluating progress, and to enhance the
capacity ofmember states to effectively
address issues of mutual benefit.
For the purpose

SPA,

a

of coordinating the
decentralised structure was

ensure that the
various sectors were allocated to
member countries for coordination. In
a few important areas, commissions
rather than sector coordination units
The
(SCUs) were established,

adopted deliberately to

allocation
18

of these

sectors

and

are

increase in the number of sectors,

an

distribution of benefits.

which works against

At present, functional cooperation is
undertaken in a total of 18 sectors.

led to

Formulation of sectoral

policies and
strategies has become an active
component of the work of SCUs and
commissions, most recently through the
design of protocols. There are 11
protocols, seven of which have already
been ratified.

Member countries

are

expected to align their policies and
strategies to conform with these
protocols.

integration and has

loss of focus.

a

SADC is far from being costeffective compared to other regional

integration schemes.
The relevance of many sectors to
trade

development is questionable.

These include: culture and information;

legal sector; inland fisheries; forestry
and wildlife; marine fisheries and
resources.

Achievements and Failures
To what extent has

successful

Issues and Concerns

Despite the modifications to the SPA, the
projects has grown
by leaps and bounds. By 1989, the SPA
had well over 500 projects worth more
number of discrete

than US$8.5 billion. These have since
declined. In 1999, for example, there
378

projects valued at US$7.7
Essentially, the SPA is still too
large and has outgrown the capacity of
SADC to manage and mobilise resources
for implementation.

were

billion.

The SPA includes

projects ofdoubtful
feasibility due to weaknesses in project
processing by institutions of SADC.
Only about 25 percent ofthe projects
are regional in character. The remainder
are national projects.
Consultancy studies dominate sector
projects. Approximately 90 per cent of
the SPA funding requirements is targeted
for external financing, with the
remainder being met by the beneficiary
Furthermore, there is

a

growing

that the SPA is unrelated to

development policies and strategies of
the member countries.

Delays in responding to pledges made
by the cooperating partners and lack of
counterpart funds have adversely
affected the implementation ofprojects.
The absence of a coherent framework
for

formulating sector policies and
strategies implies that each sector
follows its own approach. As a result,
there is

SADC been

in

implementing its
strategies? There have been partial not
deep attempts to encourage the peoples
of the region and their institutions to
develop ties and participate fully in
implementing SADC programmes and
projects; to eliminate barriers to the free
movement of goods; to promote the
development ofhuman resources as well
as the development, transfer and
mastery of technology; to promote the
coordination and harmonisation of the

international relations of member states
and

to

secure

international

understanding, cooperation and support,
public and
private resources into the region. But
and mobilise the inflow of
there has been

economic

no

effort to hannonise

policies and plans ofmember

states; to eliminate barriers to the free
movement of capital, labour and the

peoples of the region generally, among
member states; to create appropriate
institutions and mechanisms for the

countries.
sense

sectoral

national rather than

organisation with respect to the

the continuation of the functional

approach to address these barriers while
pursuing an active trade integration
component, aimed at creating a unified
regional market by reducing barriers to

The SCU stmcture promotes
activities that

no

cohesion among sector

policies and strategies.
The level of activity within different
sectors varies greatly depending on the

mobilisation of requisite resources

and
improve economic management
through regional cooperation.
to

Another

question is often asked

about the extent to which SADC would
have been successful in

achieving its
objectives. Strengthening solidarity and
creating a Southern African identity,
though intangible, are remarkable
successes of the organization.
Not a
single member country has left or

threatened to leave SADC. In addition.
SADC has fostered peace among
different member states, as all armed
conflicts in the sub-region are internal
matters.

As well, most of the

member

SAPEM NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2000
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states have

adopted common political
values, systems and institutions,
although this has not necessarily led to
separation of powers, respect for the mle
of law, guarantee of human rights or to
an increase in
accountability and

the degree of dependence on trade taxes
would make these countries reluctant to

transparency.

intra-regional trade, unless arrangements
that increase the availability of foreign
exchange (e.g. Clearing House) and/or
obviate the need for foreign exchange
were instituted. According to available
data, with the exception of Mauritius,

In the economic

been

more

limited.

field, progress has
There has been

a

significant increase in intra-SADC trade.
Intra-SADC investment and labour

migration have also increased, but not
by as much. The impact of these
developments on sustained economic
growth and development, employment
creation, poverty alleviation and in
improved standards of living have,
however, been minimal. Similarly, the
implementation of the SPA has had a
limited economic impact. Also, SADC
has yet to achieve sustainable utilisation
of natural

resources

and effective

protection of the environment.

Challenges
First, the problem of vertical integration
into the Northern Hemisphere. Many
member countries export more to and
import more from the North than from
within the region. Their financial
relations with the North are also larger
than among themselves. In themselves,
these links with the North limit the scope
for integration among member countries.

Second, the problem of unequal and

development between and within
Southern African countries. This implies
unequal distribution of costs and benefits
of economic integration, with the more
developed member countries benefiting
most and the less developed benefiting
least. It also implies unequal political
power, which can undermine regional
cooperation and integration.
Third, the problem of the nationstate-in-the-making. The majority of
uneven

countries in Southern Africa

are

relatively

young and fragile. They do
not have the full confidence to give up
national sovereignty to a supra-national

authority as a result. Many are
preoccupied with their own national
issues.

Fourth, weak economic capacity of
member countries for

integration.

Several countries, for example, depend
on taxes on international trade for a

significant proportion of government
revenue.

In countries for which recent

(1996) data are available, the degree of
dependence is 49.0 percent in Lesotho,
34.0 percent in Mauritius and 12.0
percent in Botswana and Zambia. Thus,
SAPEM NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2000

cut customs duties.

The weak balance of payments

and

foreign

reserve position of most of the
countries in the sub region will constrain

disputes referred to it; and the secretariat
responsible for strategic
planning and management of SADC
programmes. The machinery and
procedure provided by these institutions
which is

deemed to be unsuitable for

are

promoting development integration in the
sub-region. Women and stakeholders
generally are not adequately involved in
the process of economic integration. In
some countries, the private sector is
consulted

more

than in others.

Namibia and Botswana, all countries in
the sub-region incurred current account

field, apart from the sector
coordinating units and commissions,

deficits

on

each member state has a national contact

1998.

As percentage

their balance of payments

in
of GDP, these
deficits ranged from 0.60 percent in
South Africa to 16.85 percent in Malawi.
A significant proportion of foreign
exchange earnings continues to be
absorbed in debt servicing. In 1997, for
example, the debt service ratio was
particularly large in Zimbabwe (21
percent), Lesotho (18 percent),
Mozambique (24 percent) and Angola
(16 percent). Resources tied up in
foreign debt servicing are not available
to finance intra-regional trade.
Fifth, the problem of overlapping and
internally inconsistent initiatives in
Southern Africa. Most countries in the

sub-region belong to two or more of the
following schemes: SADC, the Southern
African Customs Union (SACU), the
Common Market for Eastern and
Southern Africa (COMESA), the Indian
Ocean Council

(IOC), the East Africa
Cooperation (EAC) and the CrossBorder

Initiative

(CBI).

These

organizations pursue conflicting rules,
obligations and administrative strategies;
increase the cost of cooperation; serve
to reduce potential trading gains from
regionalism; and undermine incentives
for increased investment because
internal inconsistencies and conflicting

regulations hinder the creation of a larger
unified market.
From
policy

through

point located in

a

ministry responsible

for SADC affairs. The national

point

contact

link between other
government agencies and SADC organs.
serves as a

It also carries out

regular consultations
briefings with relevant government
institutions, the business community and
the media. At the grassroots level, all
government ministries with line
responsibilities for SADC sectors have
sectoral
contact points.
Their
responsibilities are to assist sector
coordinating units in preparing sectoral
policies and strategies, in formulating
project proposals and in monitoring
projects.
and

There are a number of issues that
need to be addressed if SADC is to

promote deep integration in the sub-

region. These include the transformation
of the secretariat into a supranational
authority with powers to make decisions
on behalf of member states in
key areas.
In order to achieve this objective, it
may be necessary to replace the current
decentralised decision making structures
with centralised organs under the
direction of the secretariat.
Given the limited resources, it is also
necessary to

adopt

an

approach which

focuses on sectors and activities that are
critical for the success of development

integration.

making

to
administration, the business of SADC is
conducted

In the

a

number of

institutions. The main ones are: the
summit of heads of state and government
which has responsibility for overall

policy direction and control of the
functions of the community, the council
of ministers, which reports to the summit,
oversees the work and development of
SADC, and approves SADC policies;
the standing committee of officials
which is a technical advisory body,

In the financial sector, it is urgent to
promote initiatives aimed at currency
convertibility at fixed exchange rates,

establish an institution for mobilising the

region’s resources to encourage the
development of poorer members, develop
effective ways of dealing with uneven
and unequal development among
member countries, strengthen the
coordination and harmonisation of
international relations, promote
coordination and harmonisation of all

advises the council; the tribunal which

monetary and fiscal policies, and
promote trade and factor movements

interprets the treaty and adjudicates upon

through a deeper model of integration
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invasion of Ethiopia.

and those at home are made to become what time and nature

is

something else. History has been unjust, yes the
uncertainty has become the ‘now’ factor and today
has been crafted to be unequal. But, why must the African
artists serve Western powers?
Is it because they have no control over markets on which
to sell their names, culture, works, identity, or history? Is
it because the Africans in the Diaspora have no scope for a
mutual affinity with Africa? Is it because the Africans
neglect their own culture? Is it because they despise their

contrast

future’s

own
are

artists? Is it because the Western lucrative audiences

regarded by the African artists as superior? Or is it that
perception of the African artist in the Diaspora

the world’s

and the African artist is attached to the modem colonial

strings?
Despite negative advancements of cultural imperialism
against meaningful Africanism, the spirit of cultural pride
has influenced positive actions of some artists in the African
drama.

Ethiopian writer At Tekle Tsadiq Mekuria; the leading
popular playwright Tsegaye
Gabre-Medhin; and renowned poet Assefa Gabre-Mariam,
were among the many prominent citizens who in 1991
signed a petition for the return of an ancient Aksum obelisk.
They demand the return of the obelisk back home.
This obelisk was among the most treasured cultural
properties, which were looted by Italy during its unshameful
artists Maitre Afewerk Tekle;

Though the Italian government took
long to respond, it then agreed in the declaration of March
4, 1997 to return the African obelisk back to its rightful
owners

within that year.

While

examining the look of politics and the cultural
seems to be a desire by the African artist to play
the game offame and spin more material power by any means
arising.
Rhumba artist Kanda Bongoman rose from a showbiz
celebrity to become a minister in the government of the
troubled mineral-rich Democratic Republic ofCongo (DRC).
Without much traceable history of having been intrinsically
linked to former Zairean mainstream politics, Bongoman’s
elevation to such a policy-making position gives an
ideological example of what limits the artists can or can not
set in their expansion as celebrities.
The morality of the artistic culture has become a ‘who is
who’ game of making the fame make the capitalisations.
Certain voices have chosen to manipulate that reality.
Nigerian writer Cyprian Ekwensi’s lamentations over the
violent death of his son Amaech at the hands of the Nigerian
army, were sold to the world abroad.
British magazine for free speech Index on Censorship
published a copy of the letter which Ekwensi wrote,
expressing his unpleasant feelings to the anny authorities.
Thus, the artist’s grief was impacted onto readers of the
European publication across the world.
It is difficult to conclude on which side of belongingness
and proximity the cultural power of the artists should fall.
The premise that African artists are a commodity for the
artist, there

hard currencies leaves

a

lot to be desired.
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Zimbabwe

New

budget raises hopes
and challenges
Richard Kamidza

The 2001

budget proposals presented by Zimbabwe's finance and economic development
minister, DrSimba Makoni, on November 16, may provide relief to the crisis-stricken economy
if their implementation is done rationally and above party politics.
ndeed, Makoni's fiscal responses are designed to
persistently high interest and inflation rates,
fuelled by a budget deficit that stands at 23 percent
of the gross domestic product (GDP); deteriorating terms
of trade, leading to acute balance of payments (BOP)

I

redress

problems; persistent shortage of electricity and fuel; nil
investor confidence; and a hardened donor attitude.
The unprecedented economic crisis in Zimbabwe can be
tesfied by the fact that investment and savings have fallen
from 23.4 and 20.0 percent of GDP in 1995 to 13 and 9 percent
in 1999, respectively. High inflation and interest rates have
had the effect of hardening the living conditions ofthe majority
of the people, while keeping investors away.
The 2001 budget comes at the time when the economy is
projected to slide by 4.2 percent this year. Prospects for
recovery in the short term are indeed slim, which means that
the situation of poverty in the country is likely to get worse
before any improvements can be

registered.
expected to register
negative growth over the 2000-2001 period (see table), with
transport and communications, mining and manufacturing the
hardest hit for the year 2000, and agriculture worsening in
Almost all sectors of the economy are

on a

mission to

rescue

Zimbabwe’s

economy?

in the Democratic _of Congo, the successful
implementation of the current land refonn process, and the
government’s commitment to the rule of law.
war

2001.
It is

generally accepted that improvements in Zimbabwe’s
perfonnance will come about not only through the
government’s maximum commitment to adhere to the
proposals confained in the budget, fiut also - and more
fundamentally - to the country’s early withdrawal from the
economic

Economic

Makoni:

individuals and the corporate sector, with the tax-free
on income having been raised from Z$3 000.00

threshold

(about US$55) to Z$5 000.00.

projections, percentage of GDP

The government

Sector

2000

2001

Agriculture

-3.0

-9.5

Electricity and Water

-2.0

-2.0

Construction

-4.5

■

In an effort to stimulate economic activities, government
introduced a number of tax concessions and ineentives to both

-2.0

believes also that by reducing sales taxes

it will be able to enhance the purchasing power of consumers,
and that by slashing corporate tax by a significant 5 percent
it will alleviate the fiscal burden of businesses, most of which
have found it hard to survive in the face of such enonnous
economic difficulties.

Other

measures include a five-year period
during which
mining ventures will be exempted from paying taxes,
while incentives will be accorded to exporting companies.
Corporate tax for the mining industry has also been reduced
from 35 to 25 percent, with companies in this sector allowed
to retain part of their proceeds in foreign currency, which
they can use to import equipment. Makoni has also introduced
the concept of ‘ring fencing’ for the mining industry, whieh
means that individual mines
belonging to the same company
will be treated separately for tax purposes.
new

Hotels and Distribution

-4.5

-0.1

Finance and Insurance

-1.5

-0.3

Manufacturing

-10.5

-0.5

Mining

-13.0

-0.3

Transport and Communication

-13.0

-0.2
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Attempts at raising the levels of disposable incomes are
stimulating demand and offer incentives to
businesses, thereby generating more wealth and employment
opportunities. This is also the assumption underlying reduction
in excise duties on clear beer and other products.
For the first time in the country’s history the role of the
informal sector and black empowerment have been given due
recognition, together receiving a total of about US$22 million,
in the fonn of a revolving fund for concessionary lending to
indigenous businesses and small to medium scale enterprises
(SMEs).
aimed at

However, Makoni did not elaborate

on

how this fund is to

be

operated, raising fears that it could be open to abuse,
favouring businesses belonging to individuals close to the
system and, by so doing, running counter to the stated objective
of expanding the country’s wealth and creating more jobs.
Such fears are justified in light of the fact that a similar
facility financed by the World Bank to the tune of just over
US$7 million and the output of an “Indeginisation Portfolio”
under the Office of the President have not produced any
quantifiable results.
The immediate questions being raised as Makoni still
enjoys the nation’s benefit of the doubt is whether the
government is now serious in
pursuing an all inclusive and
transparent

month, while those of senior civil servants will be limited to
2 400 killometres.

Ministries will manage their own pool of vehicles, in a
remarkable departure from the current system in which a
central vehicle department allocates vehicles to ministries. The
ministries will also have to outsource the maintenance of such
vehicles from private garages.

Judging from government’s behaviour in the past, Makoni’s
budget proposals sounded more like a ‘wish list’. However,
with the country going through a deep economic crisis, the
government seems to have very little choice but to become
more disciplined. This might be easier to achieve just on
account of the composition of the new parliament, elected in
June this year. Of the 120 elected parliamentary seats the ruling
Zanu-PF commands the slim majority of 62 seats, against 56
of the main opposition Movement for Democratic Change
(MDC) and one for Zanu-Ndonga. A by-election is due in
January, to replace an MDC MP who died in October. But
with an additional 30 MPs nominated by the president, it is
hard to anticipate any close contest in the house on budgetary
matters.

In the past, unbudgeted expenditure and parliament’s lack
of power to discipline the executive have been the main reasons
for the soaring budget deficit. In

1997, under pressure from

economic

veterans of the

independence
president Robert Mugabe
authorised payment of gratuities
totaling over US$300 million,
which had not been budgeted
for. It is widely believed that
those payments had been the

transformation process,

and
ready to set business oriented
criteria for those benefiting

war,

from such funds. Unless such

questions are answered
positively, many economic
analysts in Zimbabwe believe
that the noble objectives of
expanding the country’s

cause

that year,

economic base will remain but
a

pipe dream.
Although the

has been hailed

Makoni
new

current

that

economic

quagmire, one of the main
problems in the country has not Mugabe; will his unbudgeted
been the absence of ‘good’ an end?
budgets, but the commitment of
the country’s leadership at the highest political level to keep
expenditure within the budgeted limits. Unless this flexible
attitude towards budgetary matters is kept in close eheek, then
the country faces deepening poverty, with employment levels
set to fall even further, a situation that ean lead to political
instability.
Closure of businesses this year alone has led to the
retrenchment of at least 100 000 workers. Those businesses

lucky enough to have survived the economic shocks of the
past three years are forced to operate at bellow 50 percent of
their capacity, as the country has virtually run out of foreign
currency

for essential imports such

as

fuel, eleetricity and

spare parts.
In an effort to curb excessive government

spending and to
discipline, Makoni has introduced for the first
time a system of cash budgeting, through which expenditure
is matched with income. He has also proposed limiting mileage
on ministerial and equivalent vehicles to 3 000 kilometres a
instil fiscal
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admitted that the

supplementary budget he
presented in September for this
year, was 47 percent of the
initially planned expenditure.

budget

as one

marking the beginning

of the current economic crisis.

could help Zimbabwe move out
of the

of the dramatic fall of the

Zimbabwe dollar in November

poiitical decisions

come

In addition, a concerted
to streamline the public

to effort

service and

move

steam ahead

with

privatisation would go a
long way in reducing government expenditure. However,
privatisation has been slow, as government insists that any
such move would have to ensure that parastatals are sold ofT
to indigenous entrepreneurs.
Perceptions both within and outside the country of an erratic
application of the rule of law are largely blamed for negative
the growth, particularly in the agricultural sector, which is
expected to decline to 9.5 percent by the end of 2001. Even
the reduction of the tobacco levy from 5 to 1.5 percent is
unlikely to boost next year’s production and sales, as the
situation on many farms remains unpredictable.
More fundamentally, though, Zimbabwe’s future economic
development hinges on the government’s ability to convince
major international donors such as the World Bank, the IMF
and the European Union that the present budget is in tune with
their own proposals. Past negotiations have failed to yield any
positive results, leading to the withholding of vital balance of
payments support
SAPEM NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2000

Econoiviic Indicators

Currency Checklist
Rates
Selected Countries

Angola re-adjusted kwanza
Botswana pula

Burundi/ra/jc

Congo

-

August 2000
Parallel
$

(FFr)

£

(FFr)

$

(10.53)

76.07

(11.35)

82.00

n/a

12.38

n/a

12.50

7.69

5.15

(107.10)

773.30

(47.78)

345.00

K franc

Cote d'Ivoire CFA franc
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Official
£

Algeria dinar

on

4.50

(100.00)

721.78

(22.11)

159.70

Egypt pound

5.22

3.49

Ethiopia birr

11.19

7.49

Gambia dalasi

19.35

12.95

1.67

2.50

10,014.40

6,720.00

5.31

3.30

115.27

77.15

Liberia dollar

1.00

1.00

1.67

Lybia dinar

0.75

0.50

5.31

(892.24)

6,442.00

Maiawi kwacha

87.92

58.85

Mauritius rupee

39.05

26.14

Moroco dirham

(1.48)

10.73

24,055.00

16,100.00

155.24

103.90

8.47

5.68

3,171.47

2,125.65

Djibouti/ra/zc

Ghana cedi

Kenya shilling

Madagascar/ranc

Mozambique metical
Nigeria naira
Seychelles rupee
Sierra Leone leone

n/a

n/a

3,400.00

2,380.00

SomaWa shilling
South Africa rand

n/a
10.37

6.94

386.67

258.80

n/a

n/a

1,194.50

799.50

1,196.00

801.00

(0.19)

1.39

\}ganåa shilling

2,517.56

1,685.00

Zambia kwacha

4,967.89

3,325.00

75.48

50.32

n/a

60.00

Sudan dinar
Tanzania shilling

Tunisia dinar

Zimbabwe dollar
n/a not availiable
—

no

SAFES DATABANK

parallel market

French franc

rates

The

a

euro

has

appear in brackets.
fixed value of FFr6.5 and therefore also has
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a

fixed value of CFA655.9
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SADC EXPORT

Key Business Contacts
Tanzania

Tanzania
Fact File
PRESIDENT:
BENJAMIN MKAPA

Dar Es Salaam; Tel.

255-(51)

117347; Fax 255-(51) 113775

Mr.

Arphaxad Masambu

Rasilimali Ltd

P.O Box 9373
Crown Finance & Leasing Limited

Dar

Address Box 1509, Tel:- 255-51117700/04 Fax:- 255-51-117766

Offices

E-mail:-

Tel No: 111707/13 Fax No: 113438

PPF

Mob: 0811 338962

Crownfl@cctz.com
Building/Samora Avenue, Dar

Salaam

es

-

NBC Investment hse,

SamoraAve. Dsm

LANGUAGES:

SWAHILI

national HOLIDAY:
UNION DAY, 26 APRIL

Tanzania Postal Bank

Mr. Jeremiah Solomon

Box

Solomon & Company Ltd

9300, Tel:- 255-51-32690

Fax:- 255-51-38212
(1964)

P.O Box 75777, Dar es Salaam
- Extelcoms Hse,SamoraAve,

Mkwepu Street, Dar

Offices

INSURANCE

Tel No: 31713/31969/24495
Fax No: 31969

Dsm

CURRENCY: TANZANIAN SHILLING

DIVIDED INTO 100 SENTI.

BANKING HOURS:

Nation.al Insurance Corporation

0830 TO 1600 MONDAY TO FRIDAY

OF

AND 0830 TO 1300 SATURDAY

P.O.BOX 9264, Dar Es Salaam;
Tel. 255-(51) 113823; Telex 41146;

Orbit Securities Co. Ltd

Dar Es Salaam Chamber

Offiees

LOCATION:
EASTERN AFRICA, BORDERING THE
INDIAN OCEAN, BETWEEN KENYA AND

Tanzania LTD

(NIC):

Mr. L.R. Malauri

P.O Box 31831
Dar

of

Salaam

es

-

3rd Floor,

Twiga Hse,

MOZAMBIQUE

Commerce:

Samora Ave. Dsm

Kelvin House, Samora Machel Ave.,

Tel No: 111758 Fax No: 113067

CLIMATE:

P.O.BOX

VARIES FROM TROPICAL ALONG

Tel. 255-(51) 21893; Telex 41628

TRAINS

Tanzania Chamber

Tanzania Railway Corporation

41, Dar Es Salaam;

COAST TO TEMPERATE IN HIGHLANDS

POPULATION:

28,701,077 (JULY 1995

Industry

EST.)

of

Commerce,

Agriculture:

and

P.O.Box 468, Dar es Salaam
Sokoine Drive

NATIONALITY:

P.O.BOX 9713 Dar Es Salaam;
Tel. 255-(51) 37370; Telex 41424;

Tel: 255 051 865331

NOUN:

Fax

Fax: 116525

TANZANIAN(S)

(51) 30898

ADJECTIVE: TANZANIAN

RELIGIONS:

MAINLAND: CHRISTIAN 45%, MUSLIM

35%, INDIGENOUS BELIEFS 20%
ZANZIBAR: MUSLIM 99% PLUS

N'dingo Enterprises Ltd

Tazara Zambia Railway Ai'thority

P.O. Box 2574

(TAZARA)
P.O.Box 2834, Dar
Nyerere road

Phone/Fax +
email:

Mbeya, Tanzania
255 (0)65 502280

twiga@twiga.ch

es

Salaam

Tel: 255 051 112695
BANKING

Bank

of

Tanzania

DEALERS AND BROKERS

Fax: 865192

Mr. L. T Urassa

ACCOMODATION

(Benki Kuu Ya Tanzania)

Tanzania Securities Ltd

10 Mirambo St. P.O. BOX 2939,

P.O Box 2130

Seronera Wildlife Lodge

Dar Es

Salaam
Offices - 5th floor. Life House

Amsha, Tanzania

Building

Fax: 2548221

Ohio Sokoine Drive, Dar es Salaam
Tel No 112807 Fax No: 11280

Shangani Hotel

Salaam, tel. 255-(51) 21291;
Telex 41024, Fax 255-(51) 37485;
Stanbic Bank Tanz.vnla LTD:
Sukari House, comer Ohio St/Sokoine
Drive POB 72647, Dar Es Salaam,
Tel.

255-(51) 112195; Telex 41415;
Fax 255-(51) 113742
Standard Chartered Bank
Tanzania LTD:

1st

Floor, NIC Life House
Ohio St./Sokoine Drive,
24

Dar

es

Zanzibar, Tanzania

Manoj Shinde

Tel: 255 024 2233688 Fax: 2233688

Exim Securities And Investment

Company Ltd

Sheraton Dar

P.O Box 6649, Dar es Salaam
Offices 67, Indira Gandhi St. Dsm
Tel No: 117182, 117211

Dar

-

comer

Tel: 255 027 2711

Fax No: 113460

es

es

Salaam Hotel

Salaam, Tanzania

Tel: 255 022 2112416 Fax: 2110725
e-mail:

sheratondar@twiga.com,
dirsales@cats-net.com
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Business Briefs
rose

Kenya
Experts Say GDP

Nairobi

to

Remain Low

Financial experts

-

have

predicted that Kenya’s ailing economy,
battered by a prolonged drought, will
remain depressed for the foreseeable
future despite the onset of the long
awaited rains. In its latest monthly
economic review, the Central Bank

of

depressing sight
for the country which is yet to recover
from a devastating drought, not
experienced for the past 50 years.
According to the review, CBK is candid
Kenya (CBK) casts

a

that the recent onset of the rains

countrywide is hardly sufficient to spur
the desired economic growth. “The
current depressed situation is worsened
by a slow response by foreign investors
the

to

bold

by 7%, while those for clothing and

footwear remained almost stable (2%).
The price increases can to a large extent

economic

reforms

undertaken

by government and
resumption of lending by the IMF and
the World Bank”, the bank says. It,
however, expresses optimism that the
economy, though presently subdued,
will gradually pick up. “The economy
is expected to remain subdued
throughout 2000 and the first half of
2001, but despite the gloomy picture, it
will gradually pick up by July 2001,”
the review predicts. It also shows a
sharp drop in all economic indicators,
compared to what was registered during
the same period in 1999.

be

explained by rising oil prices,
resulting in higher energy and transport
costs. Relief cannot be expected from
government, whieh already subsidises
the transport costs of fuel from the end
of railway points to the rural areas, and
moreover because the National Energy
Fund faces

deficit of
million. To lessen the
a

some

US$12

inflationary
impact of persistently high prices, oil
saving production techniques and fuelsaving modes of transport must be
investigated and practised. Given the
fuel price hike in September, an inflation
rate above last year’s 8.6% is quite
likely. The below average priee
increases of meat, fish and cereal

produets will benefit the poor, who
spend the largest share of their income
on food. Increasing transport costs,
however, will impact negatively on
them,

for instance

as

access to

facilities and to markets become

more

Inflation Rate

Windhoek

-

on the

Increase

The inflation rate has been

the increase since

April, reaching
highest rate since
May 1997 - though it dropped to 9.57%
in July. While imported inflation has
been declining since April, domestic
on

9.85% in June

-

the

inflation has been on the increase since
the beginning of the year, though it is
still about 3 percentage points lower
than

imported inflation. Consumers
considerably more for
transport items, such as ‘Operation of
personal transport equipment’ (27%
more than in July 1999), and transport
services (up by 11%) owing to
increasing fuel prices. Other items with
double-digit price increases include
education (16%), medical and health
services (15%), and beverages and
tobacco (11%). Prices for food items
have had to pay
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(UEMOA) held

a

meeting in

co-operation in the fight against
corruption and money laundering. The
Governor of the Central Bank of West
African States (BCEAO), chief
executives of the West African

Development Bank (BOAD) and the
Development Bank (ADB), as

African
well

officials from the International

as

Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World
Bank, were also attending the meeting.
BCEAO Governor, Charles Konan

Banny said that corruption was a
political, economic and cultural problem
involving misappropriation of funds,
bribery and clandestine funding. He
said the malaise primarily concerned
Finance Ministers and, to a lesser

degree, policy-makers and the civil
society.

Zimbabwe

health

Arm^ Bonuses Cost State $200m

expensive.
- The
cash-strapped government
of Zimbabwe, currently locked in a

Harare

Namibia
Prices
Windhoek

-

and

Fin.ance

Pressure

on

Rand/N$

increases after period of recovery. After
the all-time low of N$7.20 against the

wrangle with civil seiwants over annual
bonuses, reeeiitly paid the National
Army (ZNA) bonuses totalling
approximately US$3.6 million. Recent
press reports in a local weekly say that
due to the award of the bonuses, the

US$ in May, the currency recovered,

ZNA salaries bill for November

hovering around N$6.90. However,

ballooned to US$7.3 million up from the
usual monthly average of US$3.5

external rather than internal factors have

Namibia

Union

Cotonou, Benin, to adopt a platform of

resulted in a

million. The award of the soldiers’

and

bonuses

significant drop once more,
exchange rate of below N$7.20
is anticipated. External factors include
consistently high oil prices and the
weakness of the Euro against the US$.
The EU, as a main export market for
South Africa, is seen as less competitive
than the USA, as outstanding reform
measures are not being tackled. The
trend reduees hopes of declining fuel
prices and will subsequently lead to
increasing inflation rates. Diversifying
export destinations will reduce the
vulnerability against the volatility of one
currency - in this case the Euro.
an

Benin

on the backdrop of
by other civil servants
demanding 100% bonuses as compared
to performance related bonuses.
Presenting the 2001 budget to
parliament in November, finance
comes

threats

minister Simba Makoni announced

an

30% cut in the defence

budget and
performance of the
Zimbabwean economy for ending the
countries military in the DRC
over

linked future

Ghana
Stock Exchange Needs More
Local Investors

UEMOA Finance Ministers
Tackle Corruption
Cotonou

-

Finance Ministers of the

West African Economic and

Monetary

Accra

-

Ghanaian investors

are

showing less interest in patronising the
Ghana Stock Exchange (GSE) despite
the fact that stocks provide the most
25

Business Briefs

flexible and

rewarding means of
investing. An analysis of the profile of
listed stocks at the exchange shows that
out of the 21 quoted companies, 12 have
between 60%-90% foreign-shareholding whilst the rest have between
1 %-24% foreign participation. Most of
the companies with high foreign
participation top in the league table of
capitalisation. Among them are AGC
and the Standard Chartered Bank (SCB)
with a capitalisation of US$284 million
and US$49.4 million

equipment, are crucial to effect repair
to the damage caused by torrential rains
and floods in February, the national
news agency AIM reported. The Danish
International Development Agency
(DANIDA) has pledged a loan of

are

South Africa
Four More Countries Ban Import
OF

Pretoria

South African Meat

-

A total of 17 countries have

imposed partial

complete bans on
hoofed products from South
or

Africa since the outbreak of the footand-mouth disease in KwaZulu-Natal
months

signed a bilateral agreement for cooperation in the energy and mining
sectors. Under a memorandum signed
in Rabat, the two sides agreed to
enhance the exchange of infonnation
and experience in the two areas under
the spirit of “South-South cooperation.” Morocco's industry, trade,
energy and mining minister, Mustapha

ago. Mmamakgaba
Mogajane, National Director of
Agricultural Production, said the
economic impact on South Africa due
to the ban would not be that significant
because the country was not a big
exporter of red meat. South Africa, in
fact, imported about 15 percent of red
meat for local consumption. The only
significant importer from South Africa
on the list ofcountries that have imposed
a ban was Singapore. Mogajane said
impact studies on the direct and indirect

Mansouri, and Burkina Faso’s energy

cost

of the disease to the country were

and

still

being carried out. It has been

two

Morocco, Burkina Faso Sign
Energy, Mining Agreement
Rabat

-

Morocco and Burkina Faso

mining minister, Elie Justin
Ouedraogo, signed the agreement.
During his tour in Morocco, Ouedraogo
held discussions with officials of the
National

Electricity Board, which is
currently
undertaking
mining
exploration and research projects in
several African countries.

Mozambique

Lubango city, in the former facilities
a fruit juice factory.

of

Nigeria

electricity grid in Maputo and Gaza
provinces. In Gaza, some ofthe ongoing
repair work is being funded by the South
African electricity company ESKOM.

cloven

Morocco

district, about five kms outside of

US$ 12 million for the rehabilitation of

in the

margin of US$22.3 million and
US$13.3 million respectively. Stock
trading is relatively new in Ghana,
having been introduced in 1991. The
bad performance of the economy in
recent times negatively affected the
growth of the GSE.

completed in May 2001. The
factory will be built in Mapunda

the

respectively while

the SSB Bank and Unilever

be

estimated that, if not contained, the
disease could cost the country as much
as

US$300 million.

culling of

an

Meanwhile, the
estimated 9000 animals

within the 15-km extended
zone

is

quarantine

continuing.

Angola

Feder.al Government Okays

Sale Of Refineries

Lagos

-

Nigeria’s four oil refineries

will be put up for sale by October
2001 in deference to the demand by
the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) whose 12-month Stand-By

Arrangement (SBA) in an amount
equivalent to SDR788.94 million to
boost the economy.
An action plan for

the reform of
petroleum sector, including
privatisation of the refineries will
next January precede the sale. Also
being put up for sale by March 2001
the

are

the national telecommunication

companies (NITEL/MTEL) whose
shares is slated for
purchase by a strategic investor.

40 per cent

These

are

contained in

titled “Memorandum

document

a

on

Economic

and Financial Policies”

(MEFP)

which describes the

policies that
Nigeria intends to implement in the
context of her request for the SBA
from the IMF. According to the
memorandum, sent to the managing
director of the IMF, Horst Kohler, the
federal government plans to adjust
the tariff structure

electricity so
subsidy on the service
in urban areas by 2003. Although
the action plan government proposed
to adopt to reform the petroleum
sector was sketchy, it followed the
completion of the review of the sector
by the World Bank. Industry sources
on

as to remove

claimed that the sale of the refineries
located in Port

VAT Impedes Electricity Supply

Maputo - Emergency repair work at the
electricity grid in Mozambique’s major
cities of Maputo and Matola, was stalled
because of delays in securing tax
exemptions from the Finance Ministry.
The exemptions from customs duties and
Value Added Tax (VAT) on imports of
26

The South African
Breweries company has announced that
it is investing some US$6 million in the
construction of a Coca-Cola factory in
Angola’s southern province of Huila, the
Angola news agency reported. The
agency quoted the official in charge of
Coca-Cola in Southern Angola, Pedro
Lotra, as saying that the factory would
Lubango

-

Harcourt, Warri and
by next October means that
the petroleum sector would by that
date be fully deregulated. “That
would mean that Nigerians would
have to pay more for petroleum
products as government would by so
doing be removing all the subsidy it
currently invests on the products,”
Kaduna

one

of the

sources

said.
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HIV/AIDS prevalence and effects

in the
SADC Region: What the Statistics Reveal
Joyce Malabo
Rc^iional HIV/AIDS Prevalence,

HIV/AIDS Prevalence in the SADC

Region, 1999
positive population is in
the SADC region. The 12 million HIV positive people in the SADC
region constitute about half of Sub-Saharan Africa’s HIV positive
population. The SADC region has only about 3% of the world’s adult
population and about a third of Sub-Saharan Africa’s adult population.
At the end of 1999 it is estimated that the adult HIV/AIDS prevalence
rate ranged from 0.08% in Mauritius to 36% in Botswana. This means
that in Botswana 1 in every 3 adults is HIV positive whilst in Mauritius
About

Population 0-49 Years, 1999
The SADC region has the highest
HIV/AIDS prevalence rate of 12.76% when
compared to other countrv groupings. SubSaharan Africa lias a prevalence rate of

third of the world’s 34 million HIV

a

8.56% and the world rate is 1.07%.
HMiUOfi MtM Pmatsm M«cSc<}

R»{^ora

the ratio is 1 in 1294.
Country

HIV/AIDS

HI V/AIDS Adult

Ratio

(Total number
AGE 0-49 years)

Prevalence

adults per number

age

of adult persons

(%,
15-49 years)

of

SAOC

HIV Positive

SutvSii^Mn A*k«
Gtdui

Senth and SouVi Eait Asia

Botswana

290000

36.13

I in 3

I
Wtoiaim

Swaziland

130000

25.00

1 in 4

Zimbabwe

1500000

24.26

I in 4

Lesotho

240000

24.05

1 in 4

Zambia

870000

P

Eirop*

Eaati^ and»» Pac£c

20.06

I in 5

South Africa 4200000

19.87

I in 5

Namibia

160000

18.99

1 in 5

Malawi

800000

16.06

I in 6

Suurix

Mozambique 1200000

12.78

1 in 8

June 2{X)0.

Tanzania

1300000

7.96

1 in 13

Congo DR
Angola

1100000

5.10

1 in 20

160000

2.78

I in 36

0.08

1 in 1294

11950000

12.76

1 in 8

Africa

24500000

8.56

I in 12

World

34300000

1.07

1 in 93

2

4

t

Nolaa Adjte art

Mauritius

Sub Saharan

Source: UNAIDS,

Report on the Global HIV/AIDS Epidemic, June 2000.

HIV/AIDS Prevalence, Women

women

14

agad 1S49 yaan

UNAIDS. Repiirt ai the Global HIV/AIDS Epidemic,

HIV/AIDS Prevalence in

High Risk Groups, SADC

High risk groups include people with many sexual partners
using condoms, including sex workers, people who inject
drugs and share unsterilised needles and syringes and
populations located along the major highways and living in
the in urban and trading centres. For these groups Zimbabwe
and Malawi had the highest HIV/AIDS prevalence rate of 86%
whilst Angola had the lowest of 2.5.%
not

Country

Survey

prevalence rate among women attending antenatal
areas vary from 0.9% in Angola to as high as half the

Survey date

Adult HIV/AIDS
Prevalence
in Selected

Risk

in Zimbabwe.

Country

13

Saurr*

Year
clinics in urban

10

Attending Antenatal Clinics,

SADC Urban Areas.
The HIV/AIDS

8

Region.

Seychelles
SADC

i

40

HIV/AIDS

Malawi

1994

Prevalence

Zimbabwe

1994-95

86

Tanzania

1993

60.9

Zambia

1992-93

58

Botswana

1997

43.9

Lesotho

1993-94

35.6

Congo DR
Mozambique

1997

29

1995

21

South Africa
Namibia

1994

20.1

1993-94
1992

2.5

Zimbabwe

1996

47.4

Zambia

1995

33.8

Malawi

1996

21.9

Mozambique

1996

18.2

Namibia

1996

17.4

South Africa

1997

16.0

Tanzania

1995-96

13.7

Lesotho

1994

12.9

Botswana

1997

4.7

Angola

Congo DR
Angola

1997

4.7

Mauritius

1995

0.9

Mauritius

1986

0.0

Seychelles

Seychelles

High
Groups

86

18.2

Swaziland

Swaziland
Source: World Bank, World

Development Report, 1999 pp. 106-107
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Source: World Bank, World

Development Report 1999,

pp.

106-107.
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HIV/AIDS among

AIDS Deaths ,SADC

It is estimated that slightly over a third
of the world AIDS deaths occur in the

Since the HIV/AIDS

HIV/AIDS

SADC region. The highest
in South Africa, followed by

orphans,

blood donors by
occupation, Malawi

more

prevalence is higher for the

educated in Malawi. Policeman and

soldiers have the

highest HIV'AIDS
prevalence rate in a sample of blood

Cumulative AIDS

Region 1999

deaths are
Zimbabwe

HIV

Prevalence

(%)
Soldier/Policeman

62

Malawi

28

Young Pioneer

Educated

28

Skilled

24

Unspecified

20

Unskilled

18

Small

16

producer

Housewife

16

Student

13

some

who have died and

some

Estimated AIDS Deaths (Total

of the Sub-Saharan Africa’s orphans.
Tanzania has the highest estimated

Population)

number of

are now

orphans of 1.1 million and

Swaziland the lowest of 12 000.

Country

.AIDS deaths

South Africa

250000

Zimbabwe

Country

AIDS

160000

Tanzania

1

900 000
680 000

Orphans

100 000

Tanzania

140000

Zimbabwe

Zambia

99000

DRC

Mozambique
Congo DR

98000

Zambia

650 000

95000

South Africa

420 000

Malawi

70000

Malawi

390 000

Botswana

24000

310 000

Namibia

18000

Mozambique
Angola

Lesotho

16000

Namibia

67 000

Angola

15000

Botswana

66 000

Swaziland

7100

Lesotho

35 000

Mauritius

Swaziland

Seychelles

SADC

SADC

Gains and Loses in Life

that

and Tanzania.

World

Sourcc:Mozambiquc Human Development
Report. 1999, Page 77

pandemic broke out

SADC has had 4.73 million AIDS
adults. This is about 36%
of the total world orphans and about 40%

donors of 62%.

Occupation

Orphans, 1999

Sub Saharan Africa

12100000

2800000

World

13200000

Source: UNAIDS. Report on the Global HIV'AIDS
Epidemic. June 2000

Report on the Global HIV/
Epidemic, June 2000.

Expectancy in the SADC Region,

12 000

4728000

992100

Source: UNAIDS.
AIDS

98 000

Effects of Hl\ /AIDS

on

Productivity

1990-1998.

HIV/AIDS leads
All

gains in life expectancy are being eroded by the HIV/
pandemic in most SADC countries. A newly born child
in Zimbabwe in 1998 would on average expect to survive
12.66 years less than what a child bom in 1990 did.

AIDS

GaiiVLoss in Life

to loss of productivity because workers are
attending to the sick or arc at funerals. At Chilanga
Cement Factory in Zambia the hours lost due to sickness and
attending funerals have been increasing. They hours have
increased seven and half times and due to attending funerals

sick,

and

are

two

and half times due to sickness between 1991 /92 and

1994/95.

Expectancy, SADC Countries. 1990 and 1998

ZimbaBwir
atwawigr

Hours lost to sickness and funerals;

Chilenga Cement Factory,

Zambia

50 000

40 000
Tanzania

Congo (DRC)
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^

30 000
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Ö
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•15
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Source: Human Development Report 2000
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the question of
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so,
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Democracy and Development

observer mission

Musltonga

However, over the last ten years or
a number of alternative environment

The

Environmental

Security

Discourse and Africa

Existing and potential natural

resource

conflicts are the result of a multiplicity
of factors which must be fully

and

security narratives have emerged to
challenge the scientific orthodoxy in the

understood before searching for possible
solutions. However, in addressing such

environment discourse. The link
between environmental concerns and the

conflicts, policy makers often focus
upon
the
immediate
causal

notion of security can

circumstances for which

stress as an additional threat within the
conflictual statist framework to placing
environmental change at the centre of

technical or administrative solutions.
These solutions tend to be inadequate
because they address the symptoms
rather than the deep-seated causes such

take various forms
ranging from viewing environmental

cooperative models of global security

as

(Dabelko and Dabelko 1995, Choucri
1991, Dalby 1996, Mohamed Salih
1992, Swain 1996).

influences upon
natural resources.

Various transborder movements of

people generate environmental
insecurity and conflict over natural
resources. For example,
involuntary
migration of peoples across borders in
Southern Africa,
SAPEM NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2000

claim shares of natural and socioeconomic resources.

the last twenty years

by a steady trend to highlight the effects
of environmental change and the societal
tensions they generate.

AFRICA REVIEW OF BOOKS

Allan

people and

(Obi 2000).

environment and

Patricia MeFadden

The Zimbabwe constitutional

nature

Angola, Mozambique, Rhodesia and
South Africa during the 1970s and
1980s, not only dislocated peoples and
local governance systems but also
increased the damage to various fragile
ecological systems thereby causing
environmental insecurity. More recently,
economic depression and drought in the
region have escalated migration to South
Africa, causing the resurgence of
xenophobie nationalism, as migrants

due

to conflicts in

they provide

the social, economic and

political
the management of

There has been

a tendency in the
analyse Africa’s environmental
problems by painting the image of a
continent that is “hopelessly incapable
of managing its environment, and
eternally
bogged
down
by
environmental degradation or ravaging

North to

29

Review

hordes

fighting

over scarce

resources”

(Obi 2000). Obi (2000) further observes
that the greatest source of Africa’s
environmental crisis and conflict “is the

global

media, supported by
security analysts and
policymakers operating within the
geopolitical and ideological frameworks
of strategic think-tanks and right wing
mass

environmental

foundations based in the advanced

market-economy countries”.
More recently, however, emphasis
has shifted to the analysis of
between
interrelationships
environmental change and human
security issues such as food, economic,
political and community security.
Several of these researchers

focussing

on

are

environmentally-induced

conflicts to describe the environment’s
causal roles (Gleick 1989, HomerDixon 1991, lUCN

1998). Other

researchers have focused on the ways in
which humans cause environmental

scarcity of renewable
Researching within the

resources.
same

broad

theme Homer-Dixon( 1991, 1994, 1995)
has written extensively on “resource
and
capture”
“ecological
marginalisation” resulting when the
stock

or

quality of renewable resources

decreases, thereby prompting the elite to
shift resource distribution in their favour.
Recent work undertaken in Southern
Africa shows that

scarcity and
environmental degradation play a
prominent role in the causal network that
produces violent conflict, especially at
resource

the intrastate level (Homer-Dixon

1994,

Moyo and Tevera 2000). At the regional
level, Moyo (2000) has examined the
issue of land and natural

resource

capture in Zimbabwe and has argued

that
the emerging conflicts between
agriculture and tourism at the farm level
require urgent policy attention.
Mainstream

discourse

on

environmental

security has been
influenced by neo-Malthusian notions
that search for a cause-effect relationship
between overpopulation and resource
scarcity and between resource scarcity
and violent conflict. The assumption is
that when population growth rate
exceeds the carrying capacity of a
particular ecosystem, it generates
stresses that trigger conflict (Homer-

of the month

Therefore, the questions to grapple
with should be:

these ideas

merely
part of an environmental security
discourse that is Afro-pessimistie? To
are

In

a more

scarcity of renewable

area

under

forest

well

as

populations who then trigger fierce
struggles over scarce natural resources
in the form of ethnic and religious
fights?

species they sustain, and there will be
widespread degradation of aquifers,

In Southern Africa, the few who
wield power have access to resources
and have the capacity to deny others
that access, thereby producing a

paradoxical situation of scarcity in the
midst of plenty. Our analysis should be
cognisant of the fact that the exclusion
of some people has created stresses that
have erupted along class and ethnic
cleavages. In Africa, several resource
wars

have been the result of the

“deepening of social contradictions
over the environment, the
increasing
expropriation and degradation of
peasant land by the state, private capital
and other interests”

(Obi 2000).

Environmental Security and Conflict
There is also

cover

30

resources

environmental scarcities became severe,
international conflicts.

Research
indicates that environmental scarcities

already contributing to violent
of Africa due to
acute hardships from shortages of water,
forests and especially fertile land.
are

conflicts in many parts

The Socio-Economic and
Environmental Context
Southern Africa has recently emerged
from extensive political and military
conflicts over independence, majority
rule and others fuelled by the Cold War.
This has led to extensive militarisation,
with large quantities of small arms
scattered

throughout the region. The
proclivity to use armed or organised
force in resolving basic conflicts remains
high, as is illustrated by the recent events
in the Democratic Republic of Congo

increasing recognition that
environmental stress caused by global
environmental change may be a
contribution to, or possibly a cause of,
conflict and insecurity (lUCN 1994).
These new ‘threats’ to security are
relevant to world politics insofar as;
they are related to international and
transnational activities; they create

(DRC) and Lesotho. These events reflect

conditions in which the likelihood of

conflicts.

resorting to force may be increased; and
they require extensive international cooperation to be effectively addressed.
The degradation of the ecosystem due

destabilisation and civil war and the
recent market oriented development

to

extraction and transfonnation is also

perceived as a threat because it
invariably leads to a decline in quantity
and quality of resources. Issues
pertaining to extraction and
transformation of

resources

are

the persistence

of military approaches to
resolving political difTerences and the
increasing preparedness of governments
in the region to intervene in such
The

legacy

armed

conflict

and

of

regional

within a globalising

framework have had
security
consequences in Southern Africa.
extensive environmental

Water Resources
For the

largely semi-arid areas of the
region, the locus of growing struggles

which

analysis.

the

they could precipitate violent civil and

environmental

upon accurate

as

including fish. It is likely that if such

relationship between overpopulation and
challenged by Obi (2000, p. 55) who
argues that such notions are not based

will decrease

rivers and other water

late 1980s,
national and

been

would

high-quality

agricultural land. Also, the

over

has

resources

what extent have violent conflicts in
Africa been precipitated by exploding

intertwined with those of access,

stress

publication, Homerthat increased

result in diminished

ownership, control and power. These
issues provide the link between
environmental security and political
economy, which needs to be explored.
The stmggles of local communities and
national groups to sustain their basic
needs in the face of changing
demographic patterns, recurring
droughts, and reduced returns to
commodity exports form the basis upon

Dixon 1994). However, the cause-effect

recent

Dixon (1994) argues

natural

resources

is water. Since the

exponential increases in
regional demand for water

have increased tensions.
Political resentment among states over
unfair trade and unequal control of water
resources

is

potential

of conflicts. SADC
openly compete for, and
appear prepared to wage war over shared
natural resources. Already, during 1998/
a

countries

source

now

99 there have been arnied interventions

in Lesotho and the DRC,

environmental

security could be
analysed from a political economy

control of water

context.

inequitable

In

the

partly over the

resources.

Zambezi
access to

River

basin,

the products of
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(water, energy, land, and income

nature

from

tourism) has created intrastate

conflict

over resources

which could

eventually lead to cross-border conflicts
if not handled properly. Tapping the
Zambezi waters is the dream of most of

of the month

concentration of land

ownership by

a

few national elites, there is growing
nationalistic resentment against a trend
often perceived as territorial and natural
resources

recolonisation, especially

where governments have

few
of them can muster resources to tap this
water for energy or large scale
consumptive purposes. The attempt by

facilitated such
land transfers, through legislative
change (Zambia, Mozambique and
Tanzania) or through bilateral
agreements to settle large scale white

some

states to use natural resources

South African farmers (Zambia and

which

are

the

riparian states, although only

a

wholly within their borders,
damming of key tributaries
(e.g. in Botswana) and the obstruction

different

of inland delta water

at

such

as

resources

(e.g.

Okavango in Botswana and Namibia),
can be expected to have trans-boundary
ecological and economic effects. Within
the context of Southern Africa, the

regional water protocol is expected to
bring a lot of hope in terms of the joint
management of nature and the
collaborative harnessing of water for
hydroelectric power.
The regional struggles are the result
of natural

resources

diminished

access to

scarcities and

them, competing

claims and demands to control these
resources

and the

of natural

escalating exportation
capital at the expense of

Biodiversity
rapid expansion of the tourist
industry and export markets based upon

The

resources

There

are

several land conflicts of

intensity and magnitude both

the loeal and national levels. Also,
there is often conflict between men and

of difterent

categories
throughout
the region are related to (a) land use and
demands; (b) land administration; (c)
land reform approaches; and (d) the
impact of liberalisation (Moyo 2000).
women over use

of land. Conflicts

over

land

Environmental Scarcities
Environmental scarcities

already
contributing to violent conflicts in many
parts of the developing world, due to
are

hardships from shortages of water,
forests, and especially fertile land.

acute

Simple scarcity conflicts which may
over three types of resources,
namely, river water, fish, and
agriculturally productive land. These
renewable resources are likely to spark
conflict because their scarcity is
increasing rapidly in some regions.
Environmental change is only one of
the three main sources of scarcity of

such

as

wildlife, forest

products and consumptive biodiversity
is a more recent arena of potential
transboundary source of conflict given
the growing regional competition to
capture global markets. Illegal crossborder poaching and trade in natural
a common

The concept

sources.

resource war

is river water.

Evidence from the SADC

resources.

Land
was

alienated from indigenous people

during
continues to be

inequitably distributed and dominated
by a few land owners, while the
pressures for privatising communal
lands escalates in favour of local elites

(Moyo 2000). The last decade has seen
the growing reallocation of land and
natural resources to new, mainly private,
owners and users, for largely export
oriented commercial purposes.
Given the limited local benefits of
such land transfers and the

region

suggests that environmental scarcity

Land, which in most countries
the colonial era,

strategies for incentives towards
sustainable

use.

Their focus has thus

been fossilised around militaristic

strategies of management through
policing of natural resources, and
mediating over the competition for
licenses and permits to exploit such
resources.

SADC states

increasingly aware
environmental
processes such as river channel siltation
and the pollution of water and air by
cross-border industrial and agricultural
are

of various trans-boundary

activities. This raises critical intellectual
and

policy questions about the future
sovereignty, given that
ecological systems transcend national
boundaries. To what degree could
SADC regional supra-state institutions
assume custodianship of key natural
resources and regulate the potential
environmentally negative transboundary effects of trade and
development, while expanding the
benefits from their exploitation?
of national

increasing

SAPEM NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2000

Liberalisation and
Globalisation
The

globalisation of capital is of
security
conflict studies in the region

relevance to the environmental
and

because it is instrumental to the

relation to

resources.

interstate

become

strategy for capital accumulation by the

such

centralised at state level, and lack local

all three

distribution of

resulting in growing amied grabbing of

now

management

of environmental

population growth, and unequal social

elites and for the survival of the poor,

has

resources

strategies of most governments remain

production
of
environmental
degradation and conflict (Saurin 1996).
Obi (2000) argues that globalisation “is
feeding the relative scarcity of
resources, and worsening inequities in

renewable resources; the others are

scarcity encompasses
Concerning simplescarcity conflicts between states, the
renewable resource most likely to spark

resources

marginalisation of organisations of
in the process. However,

civil society
the natural

arise

domestic markets.

natural

Mozambique).

the

the

produces economic deprivation, and that
this deprivation causes civil strife.
SADC Institutions and the Environment
The search for relevant sustainable

development models, the rush to
minimise the environmental crises and
the

struggle over constituencies has led
both creative and negative
institutional
developments
in
environmental policy making. The two
key institutional deficits here remain the
absence of truly regional institutional
arrangements
for
addressing
to

transnational environmental issues and

access

and power over

resources”. He further observes that it
devalues the

resources of developing
they open up further to
market forces. Ultimately, he argues that
resource use struggles will explode into
violent conflict in developing countries.
Demographic change and the
emergence of regional and global

countries

as

markets for natural

resources

under

liberalising markets has, in fact,
increased the national and regional level
competition and conflicts over the
physical control of shared natural
resources.

Shared water systems,

migratory wildlife and destablishing
watershed beyond national boundaries
are some of the key problem areas.
A major issue facing the region in
the

era

of economic liberalisation is the

prospect of the re-colonisation of its
31
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concessing off of major enclaves of
mineral, forest and biodiversity
resources to major transnational firms.
This experience is at the root of
motivating major anned conflicts in the
region, and is the basis of financing the
most long-standing wars in the region.
There is growing unequal access to
the benefits of natural

of the month

displacements. Dependence on natural
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over
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It is also

devaluing the
resources of developing countries as
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resources.

both the local and national
be evidenced

levels,

as can

by the current land conflict

in Zimbabwe.
The
over

growth of intra-state conflicts

natural

resources

within the SADC

region has had significant interstate
consequences such as the inequitable
access

to

resources.

border
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and control of natural
This has precipitated cross-

migrations, civil strife and mass

a
result of expanding regional
cooperation. Natural resources tend to
be managed more sustainably when

local communities and individual
households have secure control over
their resources and can determine how

they should be used.
Increasing interstate conflicts over
natural resources and pollution, suggest
the urgent need for developing a regional
understanding and strategy for
environmental security. SADC treatymaking and policy co-ordination are not
yet adequately established, especially on
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Debates

and

Viewpoints

Globalisation: The new
face of imperialism
Nahas A.

Angula

‘‘‘globalization Opinion makers, policy analysts,
journalists and even leaders ofimpoverished Sub-Saharan Africa are predicting,
and anxiously awaiting the arrival of a new dawn, the birth of a “global village”.
The

owever,

H

point of
Saharan

common

buzzword today is

from the vantage
a

citizen of SubAfrica,

lization is nothing new.

globa-

The so-called

the 14“' and
the world to
Europe. Slave trade and colonization
of the African people ensued.
Imperialism crowned the global
domination by Europe. The much
vaunted globalization of today is in fact
imperialism at its best, a wolf in sheep’s

voyages of discovery of
15“' centuries opened up

cloth.
The

hegemony of merchant capital

of capital accumulation drew the
Americas into the Atlantic system and
trade into a “new Alliance” between the
USA and

Europe. Eventually America,

with its vast

resources

and human

ingenuity, assumed the leadership in
capital accumulation. The American
position was particularly enhanced after
World War II.
The Bretton Woods Institutions

The multilateral financial

institutions,

the
workings of international markets were
established in 1944 to regulate
in response to

the collapse of the global

The so-called voyages of discovery led
to the development of merchant capital,
which was dominant in Atlantic centres.

economic system which was caused by
the unilateral actions of governments.
The International Monetary Fund

Eventually, it created peripheral zones

(IMF)

in the Americas and elsewhere.

maintain

logic of accumulation of
merchant capital which led to the trade
in human cargo. The slave trade enabled
the merchant capital to be expanded by
It

was

the

the increase in the Atlantic trade.

African

citizens laboured in the mines and

plantations of the Americas, and trade
flourished. During this period, the
Americas exported raw materials to
Europe, and the latter supplied
manufactured goods. This trade further
enhanced the industrialisation of Europe
and the Americas.
The industrialisation of Europe
further incited the industrial class to seek
more raw

instant

materials and

secure

their

supply from wherever it could

originally established to
global monetary stability
through the mechanism of fixed but
adjustable exchange rates. However, in
1971, the United States decided to
abandon pegged and adjustable exchange
rates and opted for a floating rate for the
dollar. The dollar and other major
currencies were subsequently allowed to
float freely. That action effectively
changed the mandate of the IMF.
was

The World Bank

was

tasked to

spearhead the reconstruction of the wartom economies of Europe and Japan. The
Bank

was

economic

also tasked to stimulate the

growth of the less developed

regions of the Third World through the
recycling of access capital. In this way
the Bank

was

to

intermediate between

accumulation at the expense

global capital markets and the
developing countries. The Bank
introduced, therefore, the International
Development Agency (IDA) as a window

values of initiatives and innovations.

lending money to poor countries.
However, in the 1990s, much of the

be found. This led to the establishment
of colonial empires, which further

strengthened

European

capital

of colonial
subjects, and often stifling indigenous
This led to

wars

of independence to

which the United States made a

pioneering contribution. However, as
soon as

the United States of America

gained its independence, the whirlpool
34

Agreement on Tariffs
(GATT), which was managed

The General
and Trade

by the International Trade Organization
(ITO), was supposed to stabilise
international commodity prices and to
manage a

liberal-trading regime.

However, whereas Third World countries
were forced to open up their markets, the

developed North imposed restrictions on
their markets and adopted greater trade

protection. The recently concluded trade
agreement between South Africa and the
European Union is a good illustration of
the asymmetry of power between the
North and the South. It must also be
noted that GATT excluded primary
commodities from
the list of
commodities to be stabilised. Most of the
excluded commodities are the ones on
which the South depends for its economic
survival.

The

policies of GATT,

therefore, disadvantaged the Third
World.
The Bretton Woods Institutions are

today a shadow of their original mandate.
Presently the IMF and the World Bank
are no longer institutions of global
governance. They are now functioning
as institutions for policing the economies
of

developing countries. As far as the

industrial countries are concerned, they
set their own rules. Indeed, the
international financial institutions have
become instruments of economic

policy

the Group of seven highly
industrialised countries. The current

of

dominant

ideology of neo-liberalism is

being marketed by these institutions.
Neo-Liberalism
The

ideology of neo-liberalism was

Thatcher and

for

institutionalised by

global surplus was recycled to the
developing countries through private
capital markets. The role of the Bank in
recycling market funds therefore

Reagan. It is a form of social Darwinism,
where, by deliberate action, non-action,
or through benign neglect the weak is
allowed to perish and the strong to
flourish. This environment and
conditions are to be achieved through

diminished.
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Debates
unbridled competition, and often
reinforced by other means including

rules of

privatisation and hasty structural

up

Viewpoints

and

industrialised countries in general. The

globalization are being drawn
by the rich and the powerful.

adjustments.

A world which is constructed

The central tenets of this
ideology are
the free circulation of capital, freedom

of investment and free trade in goods and
services. On their face value they sound

on

the

principles of neo liberalism and dictated
upon by multilateral financial institutions
is

a

brave

new

world:

one

losers; the rich and the

of winners and

the North

poor;

good economic principles. However, the
question is, who owns capital? The
underlying principle of neo-liberalism is

and the South. It is

that the market mechanisms should be

of structural

allowed to direct the fate of human

economies of many countries in the
region attest to this fact. The region’s
total debt now amounts to 110 per cent
of its GDP, compared to 35 per cent for

beings. Capital should call the shots!
According to Joan E. Spers, a former
US under secretary of state for economic,
business and agricultural affairs, one role
of governments in shaping the new
global economy “is to get out of the way
to remove

barriers to the free flow of

goods, services and capital”.
Hegemonic dictatorship of the market
demands the total liberalisation of trade
and
the

capital markets. It further demands
privatisation of public assets,

a

cruel, unfair and

undemocratic world. Sub-Saharan Africa
is

a

victim of this exclusion. The policies

adjustment imposed

developing countries.
And according to Walden Bello, in
his book. Dark Victory, “cut off from
significant capital flows except aid,
battered by plunging commodity prices,
wracked by famine and civil war, and
squeezed by structural adjustment
programmes, Africa’s per capita income
deelined by 2.2 per cent per annum in
the 1980s”.
He adds that

capital gain. Competition between
nations, regions and individuals is said

region’s 690 million people

be

a

virtue.

In this context,

the industrialised

countries are determined to construct the
international eeonomic architeeture
within the framework of this neo-liberal

ideology, and the World Bank and the
IMF are being restructured in order to
form the pillars of the international
economic architecture in respect to

developing and transition countries.
For the rest of the world, the US is

pushing for a new trans Atlantie
marketplace. Those countries in between
are often marginalized or are
important
only to the extent that they can provide a
free source of raw materials, energy and
cheap labour. The ultimate goal is to
eliminate or reduce trade and investment
barriers between Europe and North
America.
The US is further pushing for a

regulatory framework for communication
through the Global Information
Infrastructure (GII), revolving around
five principles. These are private
investment, market-driven competition,
flexible

regulatory systems, nondiscriminatory access, and universal
service.

This, coupled with the drive for
privatisation, will ensure the domination
of multinationals
over
communications.
The world is, therefore, being

tele-

shaped
according to the eeonomie interests of the
US in

particular, and the Northern
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the

all

reduction of the role of government in
the economy, a tax regime in favour of

to

on

classified

some

200 million of the
are now

Even the least
pessimistic projections of the World
Bank

see

as

poor.

the number of poor

people in

Sub-Saharan Africa rising by 50 per cent
to reach 300 million
by the end of this

If current trends eontinue, the
United Nations Development Program
estimates that the continent’s share of the
year.

world’s poor, now 30 per eent,
to 40 per cent by year end.
As

long

as

will rise

the multilateral financial

institutions continue with their

current

policies, buttressed by the neo-liberal
orthodoxy, these bleak predictions will
become true.

on

total commitment to the welfare of

people. Civil society in Africa should
also be strengthened to play an effective
role at community level. Above all,
Africa should develop its human
resource
capacity and sharpen its
ideology of Pan-Africanism as a counter
to the imperialistic
ideology of neoliberal agenda.
Poor countries should not allow
suicidal policies to be imposed on them

by the rich. The unity demonstrated
during the negotiations and subsequent
rejection of the Multilateral Agreement
Investment clearly points to the fact
that if the poor could unite the rich would
on

listen.
The

departure point lies in the
restructuring of national economies,
focusing on value addition to raw
materials. This will strengthen African
efforts towards manufacturing. Value
addition will further help Africa to
diversify its economic base. To achieve
value addition on a competitive basis,
eapital, technology and knowledge
should form a dynamic symbiosis for
optimal synergy. In addition to
enhancing human resource capacity
building, the state in Africa should also
provide
funding for product
development, and promote the
development,
acquisition
and
dissemination of technology. The private
sector should now be in a
position to
adopt technologies and employ a
competent labour force for the building
of industries.
The subsistenee sector should be
transformed into cash exchange
economy. Attention should be focused
the informal sector with the view of

on

The struggle continues
The African people fought against
colonialism
and
won
political

well

independence. Now the struggle is for
Africa to gain a foothold in the global

development

economy

and

a

grip

on

global economic

infrastructures. The New International
Eeonomie Order agenda of the Group of
77 must be resuscitated. For the Africans
the

projeet of African Unity must be
brought to the forefront. It should not be
confused with metaphysical myths. It
must be taken on concrete level
through
political will. A united Africa will be
able to devise its economic policies and
trade regimes.

Moreover, the state in Afriea must be
made efficient and effective in providing
condueive environment for economic

growth and development. This means
democracy should be based

that African

introducing appropriate technologies as
as
capitalising the seetor. Africa

cannot continue to

on

promote its eeonomic
dualistic basis. A

national economy must be integrated in
order to enhance internal synergy.
The restmcturing process should also

promote wider participation in economic
activities by as many eitizens as

possible. This
empowerment

means that speeific
strategies should be

adopted in order to allow wider
participation by the citizenry.
In order to enhance Africa’s
capacity
for
restructuring, the Africa
Development Bank must become a truly
institution for the development of Africa.
Therefore, the Bank should be recapitalized to take into account the
continent’s growing needs®
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Regional Integration and the citizenship
of

women

in Southern Africa
Patricia McFadden

In

an

article entitled

'Citizenship in

a

woman-friendly polity', Kathleen Jones

wrote:

“Some

feminists have argued that

best, second class

women are, at

citizens in most Western democracies. Not only do women lack thefull

complement of rights' included in citizenship, but also the
conceptualization of citizenship in these systems — the characteristics,
qualities, attributes, behavior and identity of those who are regarded
as full members of the political community — is derived from a set of
values, experiences, modes ofdiscourse, rituals and practices that both
explicitly and implicitly privilege men and the masculine and exclude
women and the female. ”
ways than one, this
quotation reflects the context

imprisonment of Black men in the racist

within which African

particularly focused on the United States
and the process of incarceration that
poses a fundamental challenge to the
prevailing assumptions about who the
citizen is, because very centrally to
citizenship and to the occupation of that
status is mobility. We know that just as
violent, aggressive and unfriendly the
public is to women, so also the racist
public is violent and unfriendly to Black
males in particular, in the US. 1 am
trying to link up with new genres of
thinking around issues of citizenship,
coming out of the tremendous heritage
of women’s struggles and engagement
with given paradigms.
1 also want to recognize the work of
my feminist sisters living and working
on issues of citizenship within the
Southern African region. I would like
to recognize Desiree Lewis, who has
one of the brightest, most incisive and

n

I

more

women

in

particular relate (or do not relate) to the
notion and reality of citizenship in this
region, a context that is still treated as
un-problematical in African political
science. 1 want to disrupt docility that
characterizes the discourse on rights and
the citizen, and I will try to create some
chaos - if I can, because I am bored with
the lethargy and unbothered attitude that
African political science tends to adopt
towards critical - but gendered- political
issues. 1 intend to break with

a

tradition

that treats

political issues like ‘sacred
am able to provoke readers
to begin to think in newer ways about
issues that will detennine the political
landscape of the academy and the daily
bulls’ and if 1

realities of Africans of all social
statuses.

1 will

rely upon the work of two
groups of feminist scholars and activists,
who have been reflecting and debating
on

issues of

politics, notions of

citizenship and entitlement and rights,
on the one hand, and the ways in which
gendered categories enable us to unfold
new epistemologies, new thinking
spaces through which we can say new
things about these issues.
These

are

the works of Toril Moi,

Zillah Eisenstein, Adrienne Rich,
Carole Pateman, V. Spike Petterson,
Kathleen B. Jones, Gerda Lemer and

definitively the reflections of
Angela Davis, especially her current
most

work
36

on

incarceration

and

the

societies of the North. This work is

beautiful minds 1 have met; Terri
Barnes, who had done tremendous work

most

in terms of

linking the rural and the

urban by crafting new notions of the
public/private divide which go beyond
us thinking of women located only in
homes and

men

located in the traditional

‘public’ - but really looking at space as
shaped by notions of the public and the
private. The work of Shareen Hassim,
Natasha Primo, Vivien Taylor, Jeanne
Prinsloos and Amanda Gouws.

My own

work and interest in this

subject of
citizenship, in particular my fascination
with how the

prevailing notion of the

citizen intersects with historical

constructions of Black

women as

occupied exotica and dangerous subjects
in the context of Southern Africa

contested terrain in

race

as a

and class terms.

These categories can be
notions of ethnicity and

extended to
authenticity,
inclusivity and the construction of the
nation/state in the neo-colonial period.
The argument is that, in concert with
some

voices that have been raised

on

this issue, Africa is still very much in
the neo-colonial phase. All we need do
is refer to the work of Frantz Fanon to

that we have not become postcolonial until we become truly citizens
see

of this continent; when we own it; craft
its character and assume directorship of
its

destiny.

Therefore, let us briefly refer to some
of the challenges which feminism poses
to the existing notion of citizenship by

reflecting on the subversion of canonical
claim made largely by white/male
written texts that

are

located in

a

liberal

paradigm and which declare that all and
sundry, irrespective of race, class,
gender and body, are equally and fully
represented in the notion of the citizen
as it evolved over the past 3-4 centuries.
Feminist thinking poses the challenge
we

need

to

debunk

the

sexist

underpirmings of positivistic thinking,
which puts women’s knowledge and
thinking outside of the notion of the
political.
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We must

challenge the andro-

centric claims that

men can

colonial periods - to see the coincidence
of ideological standpoints and practice.

and do

represent women and women’s specific
interests and demands within existing

When

practices and policies that define and
reflect citizenship and the discourses
of citizenship which are exclusionary
and gendered in the most fundamental
Southern Africa as a region has
uncritically accepted these northern

as

discourses are ‘northern’ and therefore

‘different’ because in their
‘northemity’ they do perpetuate the
specific interests of white males - for
example the undeclared assumption
may appear

when his interests

are

‘threatened’

by the property claims of Black
men, and inadvertently, by Black
women.

that different from those of the
Black man, who assumes that he
is the true representative of all that
the land space

of the

use of the state. His
the definition and

meaning of citizenship differs from that
gendered counterpart only
from the standpoint of the ownership
of and control over property and the
most critical material and social

.

^

r

j

i

^

whose bodies could be entered and

brutalized, and the

state and civil society
in the main remained silent on this
blatant crime. How do we reconcile the

claim that Zimbabwe

or

South Africa

belongs to all who live in it, especially
those who are heirs to the long and bitter
struggles for an African identity which
has cost us all in one way or another;
with the brutish and totally uncivilized

behavior of

men

who claim to be the

flag-bearers of this

new

home called

Zimbabwe. The silence cannot be taken
as an

acknowledgement that something

that of the old, colonial, predatory state.
As a partial response, 1 would like

claims, particularly with respect to the
bodies of Black women. One only has
to compare the treatment of Black
women by both Black and white men
in the colonial and

constitutionalism and constitution

.

,

there is a ‘natural’ convergence
between these two sets of interests and

-

society and of citizenship,
especially through the engagement with

.

society. Otherwise,

in Zimbabwe

civic

»

terrible has been done in the name of a
state which claims to be different from

in the

cultural and other) at the center of the
discourse and emerging practices of

citizenshw and the disCOUVSeS of wealth; to autonomy and
i '
i
personhood in the legal and
CltlZensnip
WltlClt
are cultural sense; and to integrity in
cXClllSlOnary and rendered ill the relation to what have become
known and assumed to be
OtOSt jUndaniental SenseS.
fundamental human rights;

of his white

resources

contested

identity;
Secondly, feminist activists are
changing the relationship between
women and notions of civic
society by
entering the public and making the
personal political through the insertion
and re-positioning of women’s rights
(reproductive, sexual, economic,
a

,

...

conveniently requires Black
women to safeguard and
perpetuate; the
occupancy and ownership of Black
women’s bodies in particular and their
identities as gendered beings; the
meaning and definition of the nation,
over

»

,

continent; the so-called African culture,

and the control and

represented in the discourses and
practices which define citizenship and
access to
citizenship as a status and as

-

which he

contestation

defined

‘white’ farms. The violation of Black

•

.

However, on the other hand, his
(the white man’s) interests are not

is African

are

rupturing the
citizenship
and subverting as an empty claim the
liberal myth that everyone is fully
women are

making as a political process.
Thirdly, women are challenging the
traditional relationship between
property and the status of being a
ntUSt chttllenSC the UUdvO- citizen which has excluded most
i
•
*
women - through limitations to
CCtltVlC CluintS thut tne/t CUtl Unu the franchise and
membership
^0
ttitcl
^
institutions and structures
j
j
j
through which men exercise
SpCClJlC interests UnU uentUnuS rights and entitlements that mark
^,ith^n existiUQ prUCticeS and them as citizens. Here we refer
j
^
mobility; to the
pOllCieS that dejine and rejlect accumulation and ownership of

that the white male is the ‘real’ citizen
in the context of Zimbabwe because he
is presumably the most civilized;

given within the global patriarchal
system which rushes to his rescue

located in what

destruction of their property because
they had become ‘inauthentic’ speaks
dramatically and tragically to the
systematic exclusion of Black women
from the prevailing notion of citizenship
and nationhood not only on the basis of
color’ but also most centrally of
belonging’. Women whose families had
lived in Zimbabwe for generations were
marked, with impunity, as outsiders

and institutionalized systems of male
and white privilege. On one level, these

as a

were

through rape, assault, and
misogynist practices which extended to
the setting on fire of women and the

taking into consideration the
exclusionary and privileging ideologies

naturalized and constructed

the recent

women

constructed liberal claims without

knowledgeable and, of
is the link with the
civilized. Western world. His hold
over property therefore becomes

at

marked as other and inauthentic because

they

the most

looks

how women’s bodies became contested
terrains that were occupied and violated;

senses.

course,

one

struggles over land between Black and
white men in Zimbabwe, we can see

Firstly,

flaccid liberal discourse on

neo-
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to

show how the

women,

political agency of
through the existence and

activism of the Women’s Movement, is

doing something to respond to these
situations of crisis:

Fourthly, women are changing
relationship with the state; a
relationship that either facilitates
access to
citizenship (for men, through
the ownership and control of political
parties and political resources), or
precludes access (by constructing of
their

women as

cultural custodians and

therefore the private/state owned
territories which are marked with the
authenticators of Africanness and
national identity). It is in the attempt
to maintain this unequal
relationship of
power, in particular with reference to
women’s demands for property which

the state holds in ‘common custody’
that the state allows misogynist Black
men to

who

and mutilate Black women
reconfigured as ‘other’

rape

are

because of their location within ‘white’
farms. Black women who dare to
articulate or even occupy an
associational relationship with males

(Black and white) who threaten the
37
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based

property claims which Black men are

mobile citizens must be

making over the soil called Zimbabwe,
had to be taught a lesson, and what

through the retraining of officials and
the putting in place of laws and
regulations which monitor and conduct
surveillance over the practices and
behavior of men in positions of
authority at points of passage within the

better lesson than to allow their rape,

impunity, thereby putting them
rights and protections ofthe
existing laws and constitutional
entitlements of this society. More
tragically, in political terms, is the fact
that most civil society organizations and
players did not rise up to protest this

with

outside the

region.
The contestation
as

some

politico-legal vehicle of
privilege into a lively
and creative site; making it possible for
new notions of equality and fairness;
ofjustice and security; to be fonnulated
in ways which allow citizens to interact
with the key institutions of the society.
Additionally, women’s agency in
relation to rights and entitlements
engages social scientists in a debate
about the significance of the ‘body’ as
a territory that is constructed either as
‘other’ and dismptive of the hegemonic

who were
bmtalized, the rest of the society simply
mumbled a few moral indignations and
life went

on as

women

usual.

At one level, one can understand
sense

the

of fear and intimidation that many

years of autocracy can generate in any
civilian population. But at another level,
and this is

even more

crucial

as a

signifier of the depth of crisis
which faces most of our societies,
even

to

those who would

the status of being

lay claim
progressive

enlightened in our societies
still do not recognize the rights of
women
to
integrity and
personhood at the level of intimate
relationships and or at the level of

tragicullVy in
tennSy is the fact that

MoVC

(neo-colonial that they are) differ
fundamentally from those which were
identified
when

as

colonial and anti-African,

they allow the vicious and

unfettered violation of African

women

though it were unavoidable and
maybe even necessary, according to
certain right-wing nationalist positions.
A critique of the language, practices,

as

foundations.

epistemological
expressions and manifestations of the
notion of citizenship at a national and
regional level, allows for the emergence
of a new discourse and envisioning of
who the citizen is in a local and regional
sense.
Rights of mobility and
entitlements to safety and security as
citizens who traffic

across

boundaries

pursuit of economic, familial and or
intellectual goals must become central
to new formulations of citizenship
which can transcend existing barriers
and constraints to regional integration.
The specific rights of Black women as
in

38

on citizenship and the very
meanings of this notion will be
transformed as women actively

with political ideologies and

policy making structures; as they
engage with
issues of local
governance and entitlement at the
macro, meso and micro levels, using
the political mantra of ‘the personal
must become political’ in its most
and

inclusive

progressive

formulations, to bring back the
passion to politics.
The

challenge lies in the ability of
recognizing
multiple potential of women’s

African social scientists
the

Qlld ^'^^r that through
engagement
with

their
the

pt(iy€rS ulU tlOi t“lS6 Up TO prOt€St fundamental questions that
fjjis blatant vioIatioH ofthe MOSt define citizenship and determine
/-J
^
i
f
access to this crucial status in all
JUnaantentai rlgntS OJ tnC
societies, women are in
female citizeilS of tills SOCiety.
actuality
becoming postcolonial. The demand for

violation. This is the
contradiction that faces all African
intellectuals and activists. How to
reconcile the claim that our societies
state

.

...

.

Therefore, it is inevitable that the
discourse

public/civic agency and through new
political discourses, debunking the
old, increasingly irrelevant liberal
myths of ‘formal’ inclusion, which
only serve to undermine the
construction of a dynamic,
sustainable
OOHtical national project. post-colonial
It is becoming increasingly
most civil

OVSttnizUtioitS

SOCictV

and

through

traditional male

programmes to support

girls and

sites of power and as means

critical

exception of the Women’s Movement,
which made a few protests and has
initiated

Constitutions

public rights and entitlements are
enshrined for all citizens, changes this

violation of the most
fundamental rights of the female
citizens of this society. With the

on the key principles ofjustice,
equality and inclusive definitions of
human rights.

engage
over

which

blatant

the

guaranteed

property as an outcome

of the

notions of

anti-colonial

and

rejection of rituals and practices that
have in the past constructed women
as a form of patriarchal property,
underlie the changing relationship

citizenship - as the Black
female body has been constructed
within Southern Africa, especially in
relation to the phenomenon of migration
access

structures;

labor valorizing

to

practices which define and

determine the division of labor in the

between

women

that have

so

the

inclusion into

new

the

of legitimized

development of

an autonomous
consciousness in individuals and
groups and the ability to claim and
exercise rights as a legitimate member
of a

community and nation.
The political vision that is emerging

within the Women’s Movement at both
the national and

regional levels is of

ways to cooperate in building
sustainable communities; fostering

seeking

and those

resources

recently determined their

public;

access to civic spaces and
identities which underpin

struggle and the

or

exclusion from sites

citizenship.
This rejection of backward
patriarchal privileging ideologies and
customs

is

a

statement

that

women

beyond the neo-colonial
identity which so many African men
still cling to desperately. Becoming
post-colonial is about becoming a
have moved

liberated African woman and man,
first and foremost through the rejection
of patriarchal

signiflers and notions of

more

identity and status, which in and of

co-operation
solidarity; skills and information
sharing which creates networks and
systems ofinformation exchange; and
the mobilization of energies which are

themselves are interlinked with racism,
classism and sexism. In this context of

alliances which

are

crucial to

viable notions of regional
and

transformation, women’s agency has
become the cutting edge ofthe new post-

colonial

project*
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Africa Review

Books

of

The Zimbabwe Constitutional
Referendum 12-13 February 2000:
REPORT OF THE CENTRE FOR DEMOCRACY AND DEVELOPMENT OBSERVER
MISSION.

Reviewed by Allan Mushonga
ISBN 1 902 296 007, PP96.

B

etween 1997 and

February

2000, Zimbabwe was involved
in the first

ever

and

important

process, which could have led to the
establishment of a democratic

supreme law for the country. That law
could have also set the basis for the

development of a more democratic
society. Unfortunately, that process
culminated in the rejection of its product,
the draft constitution, produced by a
Constitutional Commission appointed by
the government in a referendum held on
February 12-13, 2000.
Although it is not to be denied that
there
and

division between government
the National Constitutional

was

Assembly (NCA), a civic organisation
comprising of the churches, NGOs and
opposition political parties, over the
process,

which

led

to

the

de-

campaigning of both the process and its
product, there had not been any
systematic analysis ofthe entire situation
to identify, describe, and comment on all
the forces which were at play to account
for the outcome of the process.
The Centre for Democracy

and

Development (CDD) was one of the
observer missions in Zimbabwe
during the constitutional making process
many

and the referendum to document and

systematically analyse the situation. Its
findings are presented in a 96-page
report, which was launched in
September.
In the report, the CDD gives a
background to the constitutional making
process in Zimbabwe, and places the
Zimbabwean case in the context of
Constitutionalism and Constitution

Making in Africa. The report highlights
the fact that constitutional reform in
Africa has arisen from the need to
the

racial, colonial and
undemocratic laws, which have been the
remove

main

causes

of

failure

in

the

development of democratic societies.
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Colonial laws

are

seen as

having

promoted autocratic regimes, which
were

insensitive to fundamental human

rights and freedom. The CDD see civil
society as taking the cudgels up for
constitutional refonn in response to the
inherent injustices in the existing
constitutions in Africa.

Specifically to Zimbabwe, the CDD
majority of

reform, the government proceed to

appointing a 400-member commission
in order to gather views of the public
the proposed new constitution. The

on

NCA dismissed the commission

observes that for the

commission

Zimbabweans, the 1979 Lancaster

of the

House Constitution was an illegitimate
document to the extent that it had not
been obtained from a people centred

It was essentially neo-colonial,

process.

racist and undemocratic. What made it
worse

however,

were

the amendments

made to it, which created

an

all-

powerful executive president. Criticism
was also levelled against the electoral
laws, which allowed the president to
appoint 20 non-constituency members
of parliament and ten chiefs, making
parliamentary election an unfair
process. The CDD identify the state
domination of the media, the
government’s unwillingness to
investigate and make public, among
other things, the Matabeleland atrocities
of the early 1980s, as additional areas
of constitutional

that they
freedom.

concern to

the extent

affected human rights and

was

inclusive of members

private sector and a cross-section
of civil society entities, under the
chairmanship of the judge president,
Godfifrey Chidyausiku.
Issues raised by the NCA include
the likelihood of the commission to

obey the dictates of the executive and
hence

becoming partial in its
representation of the people’s views, an
argument raised on the basis that 148
of the 150 members of parliament who
formed the core group of the
commission were members ofthe ruling

party, ZAN U PF.
The failure by the government to
institute an investigation into the
Matabeleland atrocities and to publish
the findings of other commissions of

enquiry, the report says, contributed to
the NCA mistrust of government.

The

report goes on to relate how relations
became polarised between government
and

The report sees more organised

as

mainly filled with government
sympathisers, and therefore unlikely to
represent the people’s views honestly,
the report says. However, the

the

NCA

as

a

result

of

civil
society demanding constitutional refonn
emerging in the 1990s and culminating

disagreement over these and other
issues including the land question. The
report describes the land issue as “a

in the fonnation of the NCA in 1997. It

source

the NCA as a body
representative of civil society, which

The report describes how the
constitutional debate degenerated into

presents

wished
and

to

take centre stage

in defining
leading the constitutional making

process,

but

one,

which

was

frustrated

when the government took over the
process.
was

the

According to the report, this
beginning of the problems

between the government and the NCA.

Having responded favourably to
society calls for constitutional

civil

of greater

polarisation” (P. 42).

partisanship with the NCA
appearing to accuse the government of
stealing its brainchild and the
government attacking the NCA for
wanting to derail a people’s proeess to
narrow

promote the opposition. Some members
of the NCA were high ranking oftlcials
of the opposition Movement For

Democratic

Change (MDC). In these
39
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presidency, but in so far as
the draft had failed to reduce the

need for

powers, and to the extent
that the draft did not automatically

However, it notes that the adoption of
any of its proposals must be
consensual, if a renewed constitution

circumstances, the report observes, a
spectre of violence and reciprocal hatred

not on the

resulted.

presidential

However, the NCA did not only
disagree with government over the
composition and accountability of the

provide for the subsequent removal of
president Mugabe. The NCA preferred

commission. It accused the government
of hurrying the process for its own

a

situation where the constitution made

political ends. The report observes that
the NCA’s argument became centred on

it possible to immediately allow a call
for presidential elections so that Mugabe
could be removed. Although the report

the lack of civic education about

does not mention it, this is

constitutional

making

and

the

referendum. However, it fails to show
that the NCA’s own civic education

in fact a deception, as it
was meant basically to lead the masses
into believing that the NCA was itself
working on an alternative draft
constitution, which would be presented
for a referendum, even though it never
explained where it would derive such a

why it was
important for the NCA and those who
sympathised with their position to
demand transitional arrangements.
The CDD report

process was

mandate from.
In this context,

the CDD report

is contended with

the manner in which the referendum was

organised and conducted, contrary to the
scepticism of the NCA in that regard.
The report commends in particular the
fact that although there was acrimony,
the voting process was carried out in a
peaceful and transparent manner.
However, The report raises reservations
the exclusion of the NCA from the

rightly observes that the compilation of

over

the draft constitution and its submission

airwaves and the destruction of their

to the

campaign material especially in the run

go

up to the referendum.
The report also observes

president for publication could not
uncontested, as there were already
disagreements over the process. The
major target was the extent to which the
president was going to allow the views
of the people to prevail. The commission
had collected people’s views in an
outreach programme that saw 4000
consultation meetings being held across
the country. Seven thousand written
submissions

were

also handed to the

comission. The report correctly notes
that it was when the president amended
the

close

on

land

that tempers

heightened. The amendments, as
contained in the draft presented to the
president, would have allowed the
government to acquire land, albeit with
compensation, for resettlement of the
landless peasants.
In fact, as the report

correctly notes,

criticism ofthe draft constitution centred
contd. from pg.

democratic, people-driven

making

process.

making process is to avoid the pitfalls
of the previous commission.
Although the report acknowledges
the involvement of the international

community in providing funding and
technical

support for both the
government and the NCA, it does not
accurately capture this phenomenon, as
it fails to show how the international

community became entangled in local
politics, especially as the land issue
beeame a special constitutional issue.
It was around the land question and
hence the presidency that the
international community, especially
Britain, actively de-campaigned the
process internationally and worked
through the coalition of the white
farmers acting in league with the MDC
whom they funded, white business
people and international and local nonorganisations.
governmental
expressing themselves through the

was

NCA.

afterthought, it was officially
provided for in the process announced
by President Mugabe in April 1999. On
this basis, it declares the referendum as
free, fair and transparent. It however,

In

an

general therefore, the CDD
makes interesting reading
material for all those who wish to gain
insightful observations of the CDD,
politicians, civil society groups,

report

day before the referendum

students and academics in the field of
social sciences, especially development

that the details about the referendum

studies, sociology, politics and

announced. It also notes that some

administration. Professionals such as
law enforcement agencies and

raises reservations on the fact that it was
not

until the

were

few technical hitches such

starting the

process

as delays in
could have been

avoided.
The CDD
constitutional

that

believe

the

making process in
Zimbabwe can still be salvaged. The
report suggests three possible ways to
proceed, which are sensitive to the
demands of the people of Zimbabwe’s

government departments directly or
indirectly influenced by these processes
should also find the report to be of great
value. The incorporation of annexure
pertinent to the observation and the
constitutional making process in
Zimbabwe contributes to the authen-

ticity and validity of the report ■
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brick

in

oblong mass of hardened clay used
building - v.t. build, block etc. with bricks.
n.

Ref: COLLINS ENGLISH DICTIONARY

T

Macdonald Bricks

o US at

than just
is

It

the

brick is

more

compacted clay fired to perfection.

the

It is kev

a

to

fotmdation

of

great things.
building of a familv home or

the

making of

a

harmonious

business

environment.
It

provides shelter for the sick and places for

learning and entertainment.
It

gives

walls for security and protection.
on or
gazed tip at - to
be practical or pretty.
The laying of a brick signifies new
tis

It is there to be walked

beginnings

-

a new start.

It embodies all the

great
With

things to
so

much

hopes and aspirations of

come.

at

st.-.ke, shotildn't you take a

little time in choosing

the right brick.
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